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A BSTR ACT

-- This paper is a survey of existing literature d-scrib-nq

scftware quality assurancs and an inidepth evaluaticn, of both

selected industry quality issurance functions and thg Filaet

Material Support Office (?ISO) Quality Assurance Division.

Quality control at PNSO is effected by the organizational

element that produces the product and by a small, central-

ized staff. Improved systems development and a higher level

of quality contrcl are tha goals of FMSO. The =ecommenda-

tions and conclusions offered are based on an ext.nsiv:.

literature search of existing material on software qua!ity

assurance, an indepth study of selected industry quality

assurance dopartments, and an examination of the current

state of quality control procedures at FMSO. These recom-

mendations, if implemented, should serve to improve the

quality control at FMSO and assist the organization in

achieving their goals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computer industry has gradually evolved over t he

years from the massive hardware 3ys-ems that were very

expensive to build and maintain to he present state of the

art where a tiry one quarter inch square chin has moi_

computing power, is enormously cheaper to buy, and can be

maintained virtually 100 percent of the time. Along with

the hardware change we have seen an even greater improvement

_n the scftware developmeat from simple ma-hematical compu-

tation to the launching and recovery of manned soacq

vehicles with greater reliability and performance than at

any other time in history.

This evolution has not happened by accident. The devel-

opment has been based upon making mistakes, documenting

those mistakes, and proceed!ng on. As people con-tinued the

process they studied past documentation and continued the

documentation prccess until it has become an accepted nart

of the development cycle. Although no systematic approach

was utilized, there has been an ever increasing tendency

towards the development of a set of standards that could
provide an avenue for common understinding with a minimum of

con fusion.

The growth of systems software which occured during the
past two decades has presented each organization with

continuinq challenges in maintaining an effective organiza-

tional structure and ia following efficient systems

development methods and strategies which can be transferred

from one entity to another with a maximum degree of cohe-

siveness and precision and a minisum of ambiguity and

con fusion.

9



According to D. Ross of SofTsch Inc. (Ref. 1], -h-

qu-ality of softtware is relative - the --:ended aolic -

and can only be achievel by a disciplined methodclogy in

which quality requirements are initially applied to the

original requirements definition for the problem and are

then carefully checked and confirmed at every stage in the

production process. In order to have any sensible treatment

of quality every aspect of the system life cycle must be

based on an orderly, controlled, and disciplined metho-

dology. This is not to say that all software must be

produced exactly with the same set of tools and techniques,

fc: th-IS clearly would be exce ss:'ri. Ther-7' Tlk be a ri
spectrum of the degree to which the ideal system technology
.s apprcached, but even the simp!ifi" ed, streamlined nho-

dologies must be complete and consiscent. Bach version must

be, in some reasonable fashion, a proper degeneration of the

elaborate, most advanced state of the art, merely simplified

to suit a simpler set of circumstinzes. It must be incum-

bent upon all persons that are engaged in the project to

combine company standards and common sense to a:rive at th.

required level that will ensure a guali-v product.

To accomplish this, there exists within each o-ganiza-

tion discussed in this paper a group wh'ose primary

responsibility is ensuring that company standards are

enforced. The Quality Control/ 2uality Assurance Branches

are 'he organizations tasked with the job. It is therefore

the purpose of this paper to examine the Quality Control

programs of various government and non-government organiza-

tions that produce software and have established, well

documented standards. The effectiveness of their program

and the method of operation within their company structure

will also be discussed.

10
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In Chapter 2, -he authors will !-ls: and idertifv 'ur_-

trends and state of tha art processes, techniques, aA

methods that have been collated through an examina-icn of

current literature about quality and the software devslop-

meat process. In Chapte- 3 and Zhapter 4 we will discuss

the Quality Control programs at TRW, General Electric, Naval

Oceans Systems Command, and the Fleet Material Support

Office. Finally, in Chapter 5, a set of recomendations with

justification will be provided for FISO consideration during

the planning and execution of future corpora:e policy and

expansion with emphasis on the Quality Control effort.

11
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II. QUALITY aSSURANCE rECHNIQUES

The rapil expansion of the computer industry in the past

ten years has beer. accompanied by an increase in the problem

of producing a quality software product. Surveys have shown

that as much as 60 percent of software produced have serious

faults in the first itaration - failts serious enough to

cause the proqrai to fail in its task (Ref. 21. A tradi-
tional facet of Americin manufacturing has been strict

adherence to quality stanlards z- ------- _

ware should be no different. Althoigh computer software is

sometimes considered more of an rt. thvkn an

product, computer professionals agr-e that software quality

assurance is an important part of the software life cycls

and most data processing lepartments now contain some sort

of quality assurance funotion. Mny of the sian:if_ _n

elements of production engineering such as documn-.ation,

t_stinrg, proJec- managame nt and ;uaitv assurance a:-: ncw

emrginq as an inmegral part of a software production

activity. Such things as structural programming, software

engineering and quality assurance a-re fas- becoming the norm

rath er than the exception. User satisfaction, compliance

with approved methods of building applications, organiza-

tional goals, and performance goals have all been driving

forces behind this movem ent. This chapter deals with

quali-ty assurance in the computer industry and its role in

software 4evelopment.

12
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A. QUALITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1. Qa lity refined

Quality is, at best, a relative and subjective

measurement. The Ameriaan Heritage Dicti-onery defines

quality as a characteristic or attribute; a property. It

also is thought cf as the natural or essential character of

something. In everyday life, quality measurements are done

continually and usually without second thoucht.

Side-by-side comparisons of objects under identical ccndi-

tions and with predetermiaad concepts form the basis of most

comparitive judgements. Unfortunatly, thes _ decisions azr=

usually unique and have little valus to anyone else unl s-

they are made by an expert (Ref. 31. One widespread opinion

is that, by its very nature, quality defies Isfinition and

must be uniquely defined for the ites in question by statina

a list cf characteristics and attributes. This technique

implies no evaluation or judgement of the item, but mcerely

provides descriptive traits by which the appraise: may form

an opinion [Ref. 41. Kern Johnson, a software quality assu-

rance manager in industry and chairman of a working party

set up by 'he Electronic Engineering Association concernel

with software quality assurance, disagrees somewha- with

other definitions concerning the ephemeral attribute of

quality and declares that quality is "the totality of

features and characteristizs of a product or service which

bear on its ability to satisfy a given need. In short, t

is a fitness for a purpose at in economic cost" CRef. 21. A

recent study pointed to a number of myths concerning quality

in organizations. These include su=h things as quality is

impossible to measure, quality lower3 productivity, quality

means poor workers, and quality is the responsibility of the

"quality department". It goes on to give the sharpest defi-

niticn of quality-"quality is the sum costs of prevention,

13
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appraisal and failure" [Ref. 5]. This defiaitior sheds

ligh. on the subject but is still not as comprehensve as

may be aesired. Hence, expectationrs concerning quality

measurements must be tempered with :eaaistic kaowledge that

any measurement will be partially imperfect or imprecise.

When dealing with software, in itself not -the most tangible

of products, confidence levels and error tolerances play an

important role in determining acceptable quality levels.

2. 2Q11111 Assurance Defined

Unlike the concept of quality, which is asual)i

thought of as an attribute of a good or service, quality

assurance is most often related to a process cr methodology.

Acording to Frank Ingressia from TRW Corporation's Defense

and Space Systems Grcup (DSSG), "quality assurance is a lot

like sex, freedcm and democracy. Everyone is for it, but

only under certain conditions." There are a host of defini-

tions which apply to quality assurance. The official Air

Force position is that 4aality assurance is a discip.in1

which provides adequate assurance that material, lata,

supp)lies and services :onfcrm to established technical

requirements and achieve satisfactory results [Ref. 6].

This definition is much more encompassing than most early

interpretations which called for quality assurance to merely

verify confcrmance to specifications. At the other end of

the spectrum is the feeling that quality assurance is merely

the business of ensuring that the product is not the result

of good luck but rather the inevitable reward for good

management practices. Still another definition and perhaps

cue that will become widely used has been proposed by the

Institue of Electrical tad Electronic Engineers in their

re-ent study concerning software quality assurance standards

(Ref. 71. It states thit "quality assurance is a planned

and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to provide

. .. I II II I ni i ...1 ,(4



adequate confidence that the item or product confor TT

established technical rejairements'. This definition has

been borrowed frca MIL-STD-1O9B and is consistazt with th:_

accepted usage of the ter3. Conforming to specifications,

ensuring good management practices, testing of requirements,
confidence that the system is reliable or the product is

desirable--all of these things are considered goals of a

quality assurance plan. rhe bottom line for a quality assu-

rance function is ensuring that user's needs have been
adequately satisfied. rhere are a multitude of different

philosophies concerning the achieve-nent of these goals an!

they will be briefly addressed in a later section of -his
chapter.

3. aditio 1  it Assurnc n Industr

For manufactured products, quality usually means i

combination of quality of design and of manufacturq

(Ref. 81. Quality of dsig n is the val'ie inherent in ths
design; a measure of the excellence of the design in rela-
tion to the custcmer's requirements. The quality cont :7ci"e
has the responsibility to ensure that the quality level

determined by management can be achieved on production

equipment. Quality of manufacture is a measure of how well

the product, at acceptance, conforms to the design. There

are most often five basic stages of quality control in a

factory (Ref. 81. These consist of: (1) Deciding what to
manufacture and prepare specifications covering all require-

ments, (2) lake pre-or oducticn checks and work out
organizational responsibilitie s, (3) Production, (4)

Feedback on quality deficiencies, and (5) Establish long-

term quality plans.

The quality control function in a manufacturing

plant is usually a very complex and intricate organization.

It becomes involved in all phases of the production process

15



and serves as the ongoing checker for producticn rasl-:s.

Ths role, structure and 3bjectives of qualiy assurance in

software production will ba examinad in detaill.t~: i thd

chapter, but there are many similarities which exist and

indeed industrial quality assuranc? forms the basis for

3 Quzality Engineering

4 Quality Planning

/

Q/ait v Con:trol

And Inspection

I Group 2 Divisionai
Qualit Control Manager Quaitv Controi Manager 7 Deiect .Akvsis

! Calibration Department

9 Reliabilitv Enei'neeri'Z

Figure 2.1 Typical Quality Issurance Organizational Structure.

software quality assurance technilues. Figure 2.1 illus-

trates a typical manufacturing quality assurance department.

16
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B. THE ROLE OF QUALITY ASS URANCE
1- !hl the Need 1_0L 2!aliy A&salancs?

The statistics concerning the growth of the software

industry in the past 15 years as well as the problems

concernir.g this growth are quite well documented and recog-

nized. For example, one company, Boeing Aerospace, reported
that on a large software project: a). only 14 percent of the
total number of runs would have been required had there been

no errors or failures, ani b). 39 percent of the runs, while

successfully completed, were later invalidated because of
data errors, tape failures, or program bugs (Ref. 9]. Fr-ni

a cost standpoint, over eight billion dollars was spent for

software of various types in 1980 [Ref. 101. C:mpumers, ani

in turn software, are becoming entangled in every aspect of

our daily lives. From electronic banking and shopping to

NASA space projects to more effecient use of farm machinery,

we rely on computer softvare to help us make more and more

of our decisions. Software developers have recognized thei

responsibi ity towards quality software and mos- !a-:

processing departments now incorporate some sort of quality
assurance function into the production of software. This

quality assurance function is able to alleviate the problem

most software managers have of bezoming involved in the

system at a point when the cost becomes significant and the
dates of implementation approach. The establishment of a

quality assurance function provides management with a degree
of confidence that an independent, tachnically trained grout

is moni-coring the goals, methods and performance of applica-

tions from the beginning of the project.

17



2. ohQMg_. v s of Quail_ Assura ce

The quality assurance function, as part of the

systems production group, works to ensure that standards

concerning goals, methods and objectives are met. The

quality assurance group typically performs those functions

that the data processing manager might do personally if time

permitted. Quality assurance reviews each system to ensure

compliance wiht the following items. The system must meet

the needs of the user department and other users and at the

same time not infringe on the rights of other systems users.

The goals of the system should be consistent with the objec-

tives of the entire organization. If there is a conflict,

the goals of the organization should maintain priority over

the goals of one user. The system goals should also mesh

with the EDP department objectives and if there Is a

conflict, it shculd be resolved before implementation. If

there are external industry or government requirements, the

goals of the system should conform to these standards.

Controls on the system must be complete (management

controls) and the system must be auditable. The system

should conform to all general policies, procedures, stan-

dards and guidelines established by the organization and the

electronic data processing department. Qualitv assurance

must finally ensre that the design of the system Is econom-

ical (least cost system), effective (desired results with

minimum effort), and efficient (maximize use of people and

machines).

3. Costs of ~iS

The cost of a quality assurance function is very

difficult to estimate or even measure. William Perry, an

author of extensive material on software quality assurance

and a member of the Quality Assurance Institute in Orlando,

18



Florida, comes closest to a precise figure by saying 'hat
"ijf quality assurance is included as a line 4-em :n a

project's budget, it should range somewhere between 2.5 an!

5 percent of the total project cost" [Ref. 4). Figure 2.2

is indicative of the percentage of costs expended on a

DEVELOPMENT % OF TOTAL I
PHASE PROJECT COST

Nlinirnum I deal

Feasibility .2 .5%
Design I .1"*5
Programming .75 l.-
Testing .25 .5
Conversion .2.5

Figure 2.2 Quality Assurance Project Costs.

typical five-phase software develcpment project. This est-

mate is still rather idealistic because of the differsnces

which may arise because of staffing alternatives, metho-

dology, iifecycle entry, the difficulty in defining quality

assurance and other unknowns.

Cost justification is an important aspect of imple-

menting a quality assurance func-tion. In the hardware

arena, the cost cf quality assurance is most often justifie

by lower warranty cost markups in the price of the product.

This is equally true in the software world. Warranty costs

will be lower for a quality software product. Another

fringe benefit of a quality software product is its ease of

adaptability to a similar product at a lower cost [Ref. 11].

19
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The cost savings of an efficient quality assurance ac-_v:-[

is often hard to Justifi because Df the iadisci

those not quality-conscio us often makes measurement of

improvements very diffizult. As is usually the case,

results speak the loudest. The cost savings involved in

having projects done on time and within budget allows

quality assurance tc maintain its level of efficiency and

reduces management time spent sorting out the mess which

results from bad planning.

Finally, it has been shown that the entry point of

the quality assurance function into the lifecycle of the

p=:)ject !ias a defini*te eff-ect ,n th- =_=t [Ref. 121. h
scope and structure of the quality assurance effort i4'

affected strongly by the cost of -:ro_-s related to thp phase
of deveicpment. Figure 2.3 is a typical illustration of the

economics of error detection in the various phases of devel-

opment. As this figure shows, the earlier a problem is

detected, the less expensive -s the :ost of cor:ection.

C. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

I. Software Lifecy-c11e Phases

Referring to the lifecycl of software is the most

common method of addressing the development of a software

product. A review of the liturature has produced a plethora

of illustrations of what is considered to be the true or

ideal lifecycle. Most examples use lifferent terminology to

describe what is happening at a particular stage in -he

lifecycle, but they all tend to include the critical items.

The simplest lifecycle fouad is one in which there are only

three stages - design and development, active and passive

[Ref. 13]. Conversely, the most complex definition of a

software lifecycle contains eight phases-systems definition,

software allocation, specification, design, code,

20
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Figure 2.3 Relative Error Correction Costs.

verification, integration, and operation (Ref. 14]. Table I

depicts a comparison of the va-ious phases of the lifecycle

of software.

Whatever the phdses of software development are

called, there are certain items which must be accomplished.

The beginning of a project may be designated as a feasi-

bility study, requirements definition, systems definition,
user requirements study, initiation study or something else,

but it consists of all ictivities which deal with eter-

mining whether or not a software project should be

initiated. Such things as cost-benefit studies, goal defi-

nitions , and documentat ion requirements are typical

activities which should be accomplished here. Next comes

21
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rABLE I

Software Lifecycle Comparison

AUTHOR LIFECYCLE PHASES

PERRY ------- Feasibility Design - Programming - Testing-
C one irsl on

FUJII ------- Conce tuol Design - Rajuiements Defin;tion -
esign - Code and Checkout - resting -
Integration - Operational

MENDIS Design - Coe and Debug - Qualifization Test

ROBERTS Design and Development - Active Stage -
Passive Stage

HOWLEY------- Systems D~ft.nition- S ftware Allocation -

V4rifization - I atgr&tion - Opera-ion

DUNN and
ULLMAN Ussr Reauirements - System Functioral Specs -

Software Functio.ial Secs -
Implem:nta .ion - Ve:i4ication and Test -
Opera:.ons 3nd Mairtenance -
Configuration 4anagemen+

FIPS PUB 38 - Initiation - Devzlopmeat - Operation

the general lesiar of th e system. This stage is normally

labeled design, design and development, softwaire design, or

systems functional speci ficat ions. Activities such as

design alternatives, specific requirements, functions to be

performed, and program and data base specifications should

be included in this phase. The next phase is probably the

most rudimentary in terms of work and deals with programming

and testing. This stage is also referred to as coding and

debugging, verification and validation (after codhig is

,complete), or is sometimes broken into two distinct phases.

The system is now written in the desired language and

various tests are performed to ensure the system performs as

desired. The next, and most often last phase, is referred

to as conversion, integration, operations, implementation,

maintenance, or configur ation maagement. This stage
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consists of maintaining the software, porforzing o.n-oing

evaa.uations and changing it as addit'nnal requi- --

ient ified.

2. .2ft_w e oeUrji

As stated previously, software is an elasive Product

upon which to place a quality measurement. Howley and Fink,

software quality engineers for the Boeing Aerospace

Corporation, have attempted to verbalize what a quality

software product is by stiting "A quality software product

may be defined as one whizh exhibits the following proper-

ti--s: "t satisfies the software soecification and d=Sign

requirements; it performs all i2tended functions; it is

relatively free of design, interface and coding deficien-

cies; it has a low life-cycle =ost; it is properly

identified and documented; and it incorporates all needed
software quality characta i-istis" [Ref. 15]. To achieve the

level of quality which is desired by the above defi'iicsn,

there are a number of factors which contribute to ".he

production of quality software [Ref. 16]. These :nclule,

but are not limited to:

1. Correctress - This gen-arally 3eans programs perform

in exactly the manner specified in the program docu-

mentation. Correctness is usually considered an

ideal quality which is rarely achievable.

2. Reliability - This attribute means that programs

perform relatively trouble free all the functions

expected from the specifications or documentation.
3. Validity - Validity is concerned with the question of

whether the functions and performance of the programs

are adequate and suitable to a needed purpose. The

software, without manual intervention or additional

programming, should perform the functions that

reasonably would be expectel of it. This attribute
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.s a very subjective one ani must be fexibl_ to

changing requirements.

U. Resilience - This means -hit programs shcUild b =e

designed in such a way to be forgiving of common user

and data errors. Inconsistent or unacieptable data

entries shouldn't provoke actions which make no sense
to the user.

5. Usability - Human factors and limitations and conve-

nient usage techniques should be considered whenever

a program is written.

6. c:arity- Programs should be easily understardable

from the users manual and i _ d o cu me a -.la
should be clear, concise and rogent. Programs shoull

be modularly designed, have explanatory ccmmen-s

where necessary, and use meaaingful choices o_ v---

able names.

7. Maintainability - o3od documentation and comments as

well as clear s:ructure will make Progra ms more

easily repairable. Clarity is also essential for

making minor improvements.

8. A1odifiability - iajor changes should be anticipatei

and the software designed so that program functions

that might require major change are well documen-el

and isolated in distinct modules.

9. Generality - Programs shoull be applicable to a wide

range of input valaes and usage modes.

10. Portability - Programs should be easily adaptable to

transfer to another computer system or operating

system.

11. Testability - Programs should be simply stractured

and use go-neraly algorithms, to facilitate step-by-

step testing of all capabilities.

12. Efficiency - The attempt shoull be made to keep the

cost of program operation as low as possible.
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The oreceding ist contains many cf the t-_Lat=s

of a quality software product but is not the only lis- avai-

lable. Other authors iaclude such -hings as Q : ity,

flaxibility, reusability, interoperability, and others which

are descriptors cf quality software. Figure 2.4 is a good

illustration of how these factors affect each other and what

degree of a certain factor is required when a different

factor is recognized. As can be seen, some factors are

synergistic while others zonflict. The impact of

conflicting factors is that the cost to implement will

increase. This will serve to lower benefit to cost :atios

(Ref. 17].

3. Farlware Cha acteristics vs. Soflwar -

Cha racte rist ics

Hardware is a tarnible piece of enqaneering. 1t has

very precise specifications and drawings and is based on

well established building principles, the- aim being to manu-

facture many identical (or near ilentical) items. The

design-development- producti on cycie is. matur- and we1

tuned. Refinemaents to the design may be made many times

before a commitient to manufacture is made. In contrast,

software engineers ship their prototypes. Software is a

largely intangible product, only d.scribed by many volumes

of specifications and listings. Software is unlikely to go
through as many prototype stages and, therefore, the oppor-

tunity for design iteration and .aprovement is somewhat

limited [Ref. 18 ].

Most aspects of '.rdware are functionally testabl-a

and have very specific reqairements testing programs. It -s

fenced-in by established principles ind well-known, widely-

used disciplines. Unlike hardware, software is functionally

non- testable in all but the simplest of computer programs

and as a result, it is very difficult to test. software
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Figure 2.4 Relationships Between SDftware Quality Factors.

completely [Ref. 19]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the Drcblem of

testing software. Each circle represents a processing node.

The clockwise arcs are jumps around the individual nodes,

and the counter-clockwise ircs specify the number of itera-

tions of each half. The number of 3iscrete states possible

within this trivial diagram is approximately 100 quadrillion.
If these could be tested at the staggering rate of one

per microsecond, it woull have been necessary to start thq
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Figure 2.5 Computational Paths.
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del ivery.

The usual cause of harwa:r. failure is ccmponent

deterioration. Sof-ware failures are almost a!ways design

errors that show up only when the software is used under

certain conditions. Hence, Quality Assurance techniques for

software focus on getting the design right [Ref. 201.

A comparison of hardware and software ifecycles Js

offered by Table 2 and shows z.lea-ly that similar te:ms

the two fields scmetimes hive radically different meainas.

4. Software Mlnaqement

The driving forces behind implementing management

structure in a ny organization are reduction of costs,

increased contrcl, and production of a quality product.

Software production is no different. Figure 2.5 depicts the

rise in softwars costs in *he last twenty years. As is

apparent, software costs greatly excaed equipment costs over

the useful life of compater servic.s. With this kind of

growth it is imperative that softwar- be managed to minimize

costs. While cost minimization is an important aspect of

software management, there are other reasons of equal impor-

tance. Most software in production today is a complex

27
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r ABLE II

Hardware and Software Product Life Cycles

HARDWARE SOFTWAPE

IDetermi.ne user Determine user
I Requiremgnt s Regui : ements

IDeve.Lop Product Develop P roductI co;Lcept (Fun ctionall Concept (Functional)
DEVELOPMENT specify Component Sp acify Componqnt

Design (Detailed) Impemegn (eandledtIBuild and Test Design (Dtail ;ed)
I Develp 3rograms

I Techniques -

I lanufacture Product Copyo~m
INSTALLATION1I Make Product Availabl Ma e Prog ram

I to Users Available to users

I Maintenance (Correct -

I Comp onent Fa:'luresI
I Recall Product to 14aintqnance (Cgrrect11AINTENANCE-1 Correct Des-*an Flaws Ipeet:c n

ImPROVEM--NT Design Er~ors)
IEnhance Product litn-ce (daptd

znv::=onmn

IUnit is Unusable and -

PHASE-OUT I Unre~a4rbeRpae
I prcduc- is 3bsole-e Product is Cbsost

technical activity that must be Ii:ected effectively. Ths

complexi-ty of -any program in all but the simplest of appli-

cations is such that programmin-g has evolved past, a routine

effort that can go unsupervised or be done by junior

personnel. Any investment of funds or resources is likely

to be a major one for any organization and the technical

choicas may have widespread effects throughout the organiza-
tion. Management and technical control by professionals is

essential for resolving design issues and giving adequate

direction to programmers rega.-d-ag cost and schedule

tarqets. Software 3anagement also provides for
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Figure 2.6 Estimated Growth f Software Costs.

accountability of project lecisions and objectives anl gives

top management visible measures of success i i the accom-

plishment of goals. As a general rale, software projects

are oft.en initiated by management oersonnel who c--ro!
budgets and schedules and software designers frequently and

up doing a substantial amount of independ.ant work with

little pressure to evaluate their progress or the remaining

work or costs. With a software managment structure in

place, important issues and objectives such as cost, quaityv

and schedule can be carefully evaiated and the appropriate

responsibility for the decisions assigned. Technical

controls, working procedures and r-source management arq

further Justifications 3f a strong software management

structure. Questions about systes feasibility, system

quality, design methodol:gy and testing procedures are ones

which should be answered by software management. All of

these things hel designers and programmers to organize and

direct their efforts efficiently in solving such problems
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within available cast and tine limits. Another rsa-,

software management is the ongoing problem of main-enanc

after "mp a.nt at -- o estioates tha . c -- t f

maintenance at 70% of total software costs. It is importan-t

to recoanize that maintenance is just as important as devel-

opment. Good software management principles will attempt to

be ongoing throughout the lifecycle and will make the

strongest effort to stress close management of effort toward

the most needed software capabilities.

The management of software development is often

referred to as "software engineering". This implies --hat

t. e principles cf production engineering management can be

transferred or applied to software develcpment. Sftwar _

enin eering suggests that "the ennir? ievelopinent of a soft-

ware product from initial conception through esian,

implementation, testing, and maintenance can be organized in

a systematic and manageable fashion. It should, thezefore,

be possible to monitor the quality, performance and cos-t of

the end product through the several- phases of its lif

cycle" (Ref. 211.

5. Stadards for Software Dev-looment

An area which has been seriously nsglected in the

software development industry during its growth has been the

establishment of standards cf conformance. There has been a

recognition of this lack during the past few years and

attempts have been made to provide ai.quate standards. Thq

most widely used military document concerning standardiza-

tion of quality assurance plans is MIL-S-52779A dated 1

August 1979. This document is applicable to Department of

Defense agencies when acquiring software where the acquisi-

tion involves either software alone or software as a portion

of a system or subsystem. It provides specific guidance

concerning software quality assuranze program rpquizements
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and covers such things as tools, :.echniques and metho!'clo-

gias, computer program design, work :eriica ion, -c ame.a-
tat ion, computer program library zontrols, r=vi ws ani

audits, configuration management and testing [Ref. 22].

This document is ased not only by DOD, but has also

been referred to by many civilian organizations in the

absence of anything better. The Institute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers has recently sponsored a committee to

evaluate the problem and develop a set of software quality

assurance standards. Their stated purpose was to ,"provide

uniform, minimum acceptable requiraments for the preparatie:

and conitent oz software quali'y a-u-.c- lans" (Ref. 23].

The sect ons of the standard developed contains di:ection

concerninq such 'hins as reference documents, management,

documentation, standards, practices, and conventions,

reviews and audits, configuration management, Droblem

reporting and corrective action, tools, techniques, and

mthodolcqies, code control, media control, and supplier

control. As can be seen, it is ertensive and comprehensive

in scope and provides guidance fcz Ivzlopment of a though

software quality assurance plan.

The preceding two documents are the most widely used

standards referred to when developing a software quality
' assurance plan. There are. some other publications which can

be reviewed for direction concerniag development of soft-

ware. Federal information Processin-g Standards Publication

38 (PIPS PUB 38) provides thorough and comprehensive guide-

lines for documentation of computer program and automated

data systems. National Bureau of Standards Special

Publication 500-11 is a good overall guideline to computer

software management and quality control. There are a host

of journal and proceedings articles dealing with software

quality assurance which provide information. All of these

are not "official" guidelines and lack any authoritative
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endorsement. The best hops for bett.r results from z-.f:arz_

quality assurance prcgrams la~ s in ---cc s ct ta-. c f - *. _

Standards and conformance :o their .equiremen-s.

Unfortunately, these are relatively new and there is insuf-

ficient data to declare that new industry standards have

been developed.

D. SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE KETHODOLOGY

1. Qji__ uaaePlani

Planning is essential for the successful achievement

of az y -rjc n 2u: ~an*yi~z~~ y ~
is important that plans are modified tc reflect changes in

requirements as they occur. On a brcad scope, a quality

assurance plan must indicate the particular activities which

will enable the required level of quality to be achieved on
any giver project. How the product is to be assured an

what activi'ies the quality assuranct. group is :o unretak

in order to satisfy organizational requirements are key

ele men-s.

Quality assuranc? generally parallels -he systems

development process. The position of review points will

depend upon management's requirements concerning decision

points cr information requirements. The importance of the

system to the organization as a whole will determine the

amount of time spent on each project. The critical points

are the end of gach systems development life cycle phase.

At this time, an opinion is rendered by quality assurance as

to the adequacy of the design process up to that point.

This opinion can then be 33ed as a decision making factor in

determining whether to progress to the next phase. In
discussinq the review criteria a five phase systems

lifecycle will be assumed.
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The feasibility study commonly consisns of v!.I a. -

tion of alternatives and techniques to solve a par-lcula-

problem and reccmmend a course of actizn to mana'mnt.

This may or may not include a computer systsm and the

personnel involved in the study may or may not have computer

experience. The role of quality assurance during the feasi-

bility study is usually one of a consultant to discuss the

practicality of alternatives or cost estimates. At the end

of the feasibility study, quality assurance should evaluat9

whether the study team followed the organization's proce-

dures in developing a proposal for management and comment on

any computerization aspects of the proposal.

The next phase, design, is critical to guality assu-

ra.nce. The greatest impact is made during this phase and

the quality assurance group should strive to impact the

design without actually pirticipating in the design process.

The goal is to not argue for or igainst particular designs

but to review the proposed !asign on merit. One method

which is widely used in this phase Ls to divide the design

into twc phases-informal and formal. The :aformai ?hase

occurs after a preliminary design is on paper and consists

of quality assurance givin.g discussion only review to allow

the design arour to deermine if they are on the :ight
track. There is no report to management generated from this

phase. A structure such as this requires a good working

relaticnship between quality assurance and the design group.

At *he end of the design phase, a formal review occurs ;%nd

the design is normally fixed at this point. Compliance to

performance criteria, systems goals and procedures ar_

reviewed by quality assurance.

Program design and program coding make up the next

phase which must be evaluated by quality assurance. While

these two activities may ba combined into one phase, it is

usually more effective ind it facillitates structured
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proqramming to separate them. By reviewinq :he z-o_:s

design, quality assuran:e9 has a greater opportan;-:- t*0

ensure compliance to design procedures and standards. This

will hopefully alleviate many problems usually encountered

in the coding phase. At the end of the prcgra _4mng phase,

quality assurance should perform a review to ensure compli-

ance to procedures and standards for such things as coding

and use of operating system facilities. This should be a

de-.ailed review and guali*y assurance must examine all

aspects of coding, operating system instructions, fil

structures and anything else which will affect the operation

of the computer.

In the no.t phase, system testing, quality assurance
is mostly concerned that an adequate test plan has been

prepared, that it is followed and that it conforms to the

standards of the organization. Quality assurance will only

review test results to ensure compliance to standards and

should not become involv;.- in a detailed test plan. Az the

end of the system testing quality assurance should again

review for conformance to organizaticnal policy and check

for user satisfaction.

The last phase in our example, implementation, can

be the broadest in scope and longest in duration. This

phase is sometimes called conversion and is generally

thought of as the process of replacemegnt or new installment.

As with testing, the primary concern of quality assurance is

that a bonafide plan has been defined and that It is being

followed. The completion of the implementation phase brings

the final review by quality issurance that the procedures

defined in the design stage were followed. Once again, user

satisfaction is of paramount importance and quality assu-

rance is reviewing plans and ?rocedures.
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The foregoing example of a quality assuar.:;e plan

over the lifecycle of a software product is by no means the

only one to be used. Another typizal example is di.3ussed

by Marilyn Fujii, a software quality assurance professional

from Logicon, Inc., in which the lifecycle is divided into

seven parts and quality assurance again has a role over the

entire lifecycle [Ref. 24]. The early stages of the plan

are centered arcund defining the procedures and standards

which will be applicable to supporting ccnfiguration manage-

ment and computer program development. Mos-. other

activities consist of re viewing and auditing software

products against previously set standards. ualI-y assu-

rance is resvonsible for all design reviews aad audits and

they evaluate all documentation such as test :lan, specifi-

cations, and users manuals. Any walkthroughs or acceptarces

testing will be scheduled and condacted by quality assu-

rance. At the delivery point in the lifecycle, they audit

th_ final configuration ro be installed in the operational

environment. Figure 2.7 offers a visual presentatin of

quality assurance's role in this example.

The examples given are but two of a multitude which

can be found in professional literature. Regardless of what

specific method is used, there are a number of components

which should be included in any software quality assurance

plan. The plan should ilentify procedures to be used in

issuing work tasking instructions for all work relating to

software development. Monitoring of procedures and assurina

adherence to them should be Dart of any plan.

Identification of schedules and resources and tracking

progress toward them should be included. Work descriptions,

responsibility assignments, initiation procedures, report

generation procedures, and scheduled crnpletion dates should

be addressed. The plan should document quality assurance

involvement in the specified development program. Also
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Provided should be visible schedules, milestonss ani
interdepartmental dependencies and commi-.meits. Levels of

detail required should be Included in any plan. Finally,

the organization responsible for software quality assurance

should prepare the plan. k general outline of a typical

quality assurance plan is provided as Figure 2.8,

2. atif±nq and Qjganjari on

The success of any quality assurance function begins

with the personnel assigned to the staff. Individuals as

knowledgable as senior syst ens analysts and designers shoufl

ideally be assigned to quality assurance. It is not snough,

however, for qual.Ity assurance personnel to merely possess
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Figure 2.8 Typical Software Quality Plan Outline.

the characteristics of a good systems analyst. Quality

assurance personnel must command the respect of both the

individuals whose systems are being evaluated and the

management of the EDP department, who must rely on them.

The ability to review the work of others and to convince

them there are better methods to perform their work takes

some unique skills in dealing with people. Quality assu-

rance reviewers must have a talent for good communicativ.

and persuasive ability Is as well as be respected for their

technical ability.
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There atre a numb er of varibles corcerni 5( -h=

experience and number of oeople s o quai: -

:ance. The size of :he projact at hand is . :' t

determining factor. Small projects which appear to bi rela-

tively simple and perhaps repetitive of pzevicuF jobs may be

short-changed in the quality assurance area. If the company

itself is small, it may not be able to afford the commitment

to quality assurance of a large corpDration. rop management

may not recognize the nee d for quality assurance arnl hence

give it less thar prominent attention.

The organization of a quality assurance depar-men-

can Le s.t up n mary Ways. Y . - -

the hicher in the data processing structure -he quality

assurance functicn reports, the better the p:zbability of

success. Also, the level of reporting is some:1mes !a:nJca-

tive of management support [Ref. 41. Figure 2.3 shews quite

a simplified view of a rapresentativ. EDP lepartmen- with

the quality assurance function olaze as a staff fion

reporting to the IDP .anaier. This structure insures that

quality assurance will rceive ah --- 'ticn f th =-)

Manager and that it will be independ-nt of all other aspeczs

of the data processing department. Figure 2. 10 shows an

organizational structure from industry- Informatics Inc.

Quality Assurance in this organization is embedded in the

organizational structur. and has secondary affects

throughout the company. As another example, Figure 2.11

shows a variation of the placement of the quality assurance

function (Ref. 251. This structure, with quality assurance

as an independent function reporting directly to a division

general manager, provides good independent oversight.

Different projects within an organization will

receive different emphasis in the ;uality assurance area.

The same holds true for inlustry as a whole. Embedded soft-

ware in a weapon system will not receive the same sort of
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Figure 2.9 Sample EDP Department Organization.

quality assurancq at-enrion as a payroll proiac-. As e ach

pro jec- has differing reqa irements, so will each uailitv

assurance scenario be different. rhroughout ii-:-ratu:e

concerning quality assurance implematation, there are a

number cf methods used to organize a quality assurance func-
:ion. These have been consolidated intc four general

methods and will be described in some detail. It mus- b.

renembered, however, that the type of organization of -n-

quality assurance functio n will az. end greatliy cn such

factors as the type of product and industrv, enohasis oiven

quality assurance within the organization ani -he scope of

the project. Quality assurance departments from selected

companies will be examined in letail further in the paper

which will expand on the methods of organizing the quality

assurance functicn.

The first method, and probably most widely used when

organizations are beginning the quai-y assurance function,

is the task force method. This method allows organizations

to become involved in some sort of quality assurance

activity prior to the formalization 3f the quality assurance

function. A task force offers the advantage of developing a
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Figure 2.10 Informatics Inc. Jrganization Chart.

group able to handle the unique problems which may be
encountered in a given soft ware project. Task force members
with the appropriate background can be hand-picked by the
EDP manager. Another benefit is the training afforded the
systems designers assigned to the team because it puts them
in a position of analyzing the competency of systems design.
disadvantage tc this method is the problem of continuity.

Each task force will tend to develDp its own methods and
procedures for the review. If the task force members are
not relieved of a significant amount of the burden of their-
daily work, then another possible problem is that they may
have trouble finding adsquate time to devote to the review.
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A second method is the formation of a full t-me

quality assurance staff. This meth. provids the greatest

amount cf continuity among r eviewers. The EDP manager can

thus have a g-ater deg:ee of cDn nce in the quality

assurance function. By assiqning a full t--ie staff, manage-

ment 4S qiving a signal of the zeasure of importance it

places on quality assuranze. The biggest disadvantage of a

full time staff is the zompetency of the review group.

Whereas a task force can add specialized knowledge, a full

time staff operates with the personnel assigned. Another

problem is -he technical profiziency of the staff.

Technical proficiency with current practice is very impor-

tant both from the standpoint of czredibility of the staff

with the rest of the organization and the proficiency with

which the personrel can perform their function.

The permanent committee method is another approach

ani is basically just a stop up from the task force method.

Continuity of individuals is the biggest difference between
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the tuc. met-ods. Where a task force :eviews Tne P-C:,
committe will be convened fcr the parpose of r=viewing many

projects. This sys to projec, zaana; s that ti J.S

will be reviewed. The permanent aspect of the committee

indicates a higher degree of management support hn a

specially convened task force. As with a task force, a

permanent committee has the problem of the amount of time

reviewers can devote to prolects under review while still

maintaining their workload. Another negative aspect is that

it still is Just a committee and will lack the authorita-

tiveness of a function staffed with full time personnel.

The fou.!h mathod is a comoina-ion of full zime and

part time personnel. 7his method can be accomplished with

the use of one or more full time personnel to ma--r.ain

continuity of the quality assurance function and augmented

by part time personnel to assist in reviews. The obvious

advantaqe would be the abbility to aid specialized knowledge

as needed to review projects. If this method is used, one
individual should be named to head the quality assuranc -

function. He should be a strong p-:sonality w-h supior

knowledqe of thF requir.msents of of a quality assurance

function and pcssess the ability to direct par- -im

personnel in the most effecient use of their time. It is

important that the manager be on equal footirn with other

line functions and can insist that only the best people be

assigned to quality assurance.

3. 1evilws And Audits

Reviews are conduated sequentially throughout the

lifecycle in order to facillitate transition into a subse-

quent developmental phase. As previously stated, reviews

should occur at the completion of each development phase.

Perry CRef. 41 has further identified twelve review points

which will not only review but inflence systems design as

well. These reviews occur at the following points:
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1. Midjustification phi se,

2. End of Justification phase,

3. Business system solution phase,

4. Computer equipment selection,

5. Computer system design,

6. Program design,

7. Testing and conversion planning,

8. Program coding and testing,

9. Detailed test plan,

10. Test results,

11. Detail conversion planning arn3 programs, and

12. Conversion results.

Naturally, the number of r-=view points would depeni

on a number of variables i.cluding size of sv-te m, in-,act on

the organization, and makeup of -:he quality assurance

organization. In addition to these rzview pcints, quality

assurance can perform valuable consultation while corducting

the reviews.

MosI authors are not as specific as Perzy as - o th

ti-i.ng and placement of review points. The general

consensus is that reviews must be pcsdefined, occur at key

points in the Ievelcpment process, be understandable and

thorough, and are. conduzted in accordance with prescribed

procedures.

There are a number of tachniques that a quality

assurance review team may employ during the course of -he

review. when gathering information about the system being

reviewed, such things as project docamentation, system docu-

mentation, interviews, observations, and the use of

established checklists are appropriate methods of gathering

information. Practices used when attempting to validate the

information given during the gathering phase inculde

testing, evaluating test lata, foraulating base case data,

and individual confirmation. hfte.r the information is
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aathered ani valiaated qiality assurarce must evalua-

data for management. This 9va ua-ion is typica-ly based on

irtuitive and evaluative judgement, "mathematical -inulatio.

or modeling, expert advice, or quantitative analysis. This

list- is not exhaostive, but is representative of the types

of techniques used by quality assurance reviewers In

achieving fair ard comprehensive reviews.

Auditing is sometimes differentialed from reviews.

Audits are usually thought to be final acts where all loose

ends in a quality program are tied up. Types of audits
Include in-house audits where the audit verifies that thq

develop=r Is adhering to all de.vslopment st.ndards and

procedures, subcontractor audits to ensure that the subcon-

tractor is complying with all software standards and

procedures imposed by the zontrac-, and fact-firading aud'it

n which the subcontractor is evaluated to ensure he is

capable of furnishing relible, qual ty software9 o f the type

deemed necessary to meet :ontractur al requiremesns.

The Institute of Electroni= and Electrical Enginreers

standards propose a certain minimum iumber of reviews which

should be conducted during the software dev-iopmpnz life-

cycle [Ref. 7]. These include a software requirements

review -c ensure the adeqiacy of th _ requirements stated in

the software requirements specifications, a preliminary

design review to evaluate 4he technical adequacy of the

preliminary design of the software, and a critical design

review to determine the azzeptability of the detailed soft-

ware designs. Recommenled audits consist of a functional

audit which is held prior to software delivery to verify

compliance to all requirements specifications, a physical

audit to verify that the software and documentation are

internally consistent and ready for delivery, and in-process

audits to verify consistency of the lesign.
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4. Testina

Verification is ancther wori for test-ing, . is

essentially ensuring that the conditions are as stated. It

involves doing whatever is nscessary to verify that the

statements or conditions ire correct. Although correctness

is the overall goal for most testing efforts, it is not

always the overriding concern. Large programs are sometimes

so complex that they never complete!y satisfy their specil-

cations. These programs may be quite usable because

failures are encountered infrequently in practice, and when

-6hey do :cc-.i , .. .ac ' ... ..........

usable, correctness is aot always necessary and sometimes

not gocd enough. A correct program may satisfy a narrowly

irawn specification and yt not be suitable for operational

use because, in practic e, inputs not satisfying the

specification are presented to the program and results of

such incorrect usage are unacceptable. Thus, if a program

is correct with regard to an inadequate specification, _,s

correctness is of lit-le value. The problem which arises it

that most testing consists of correctness tests. Thei

very little testing done for reliability, robustness, effi-

ciency, and other properties which aake a valuable softwar _

product. Whatever property is being tested, the tests which

are valuable are those where the result is not predictable,

so that application of the test and acquisition of the

result constitutes an information gain or a reduction in

uncertainty [Ref. 26). To achieve this goal, tests should

check the program at the boundaries of its behavior. In

orier for software to be tested in the most effecient

manner, a test plan with complete procedures and methodolo-

gias must be formulated. Other than from the obvious reason

of ensuring test efficiency, the reasons for this are to

provide an audit trail of testing so that future problems
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may be disse.ted from the point they initially sur-aced and

that boundazy Ateas dharz tsstinq would b- zost = f- a

may be easier to id@ntify

Software quality assuratce shauld become invclve-d in

testing in a number of areas as ilastratqd in Figure 2.12

Before the testing begins, it should ensure that all soft-

ware, hardware, and the gnvironment are in a satisfactory

state and that test and simulation software have been

defined and are under control. rt should witness loading

and running of the softwar_ and ensize the test results are

retained and all discrepancies noted. Finally, quality

assurance sould assi-s line f ai- -o

tions concerning deviations and discrepancies are recorded.

MIL-S-52779A, the standarls for software development

used by the Department of Defense, contains a comprehensive

list of software testing procedures [Ref. 22]. These

testing procedures are utilized by many civilian software

development organizations and consist of the following:

analysis of software requirements to determine testability,

(bi review of test requi-ements and criteria for ad-q'IaCy,

feasibility, and traceability and satisfaction of require-

ments, (c) review of test plins, prcec-dures, an!

specifications for compliance with contractor and contrac-

tual requirements and to insure that all authorized and only

authorized changes are implemented, (d) verification that

tests are conducted in accordance with approved test plans

and procedures, (e) certification that test results are the

actual findings of the tests, (f) Leview and cqrtification

of test reports, (g) ensuring that test related media and

documentation are maintained to allow repeatability of

tests.
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Before Test
1. All software and hardware under control
2. All test and simulation software define
3. All facilities available

During Test

4. Witness loading and running
5. Reccrd discr-apanc-es
6. Identify and retail output and results

After Test

7. Participate in Analysis
8. Raise outstanding point3 as discreoancies
9. Rt i n r=!-!-"s :=Sults

10. Certify tesy .eport o (a tIsfactory comple4ton

Figure 2.12 Typical Functions of a QA Dept. During Testing.

5. SoZ_ Quality Assuance Tols and Techniques

Improvinq software development and test processes

depends in large part upon the appll:a-:ion of proper :ooil

and techniques to the development lifacycle. The differen-

tiation between tools and techniques is very clear. A

technique may be defined as a procedure for implemen-ting a

reliability or quality goal. Techniques consist of stan-

dards and procedures used in development and maintenancce of

scftware systems (Ref. 25]. Such things as structured

programming, top-down d-s ig, system modularity, proper

language selecticn, abstraction, information hiding, and

program design lauguages are generalLy thought to be techni-

ques in achieving software quality.

Tools, cn the other hand, have been defined as an

automated technique (Ref. 25). Computer programs which

perform measurement tasks which would otherwise have to be

done manually are considared tools. There are a larg;.
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number of tools 'o ensure softwar=. auality assurance :r. -h

marketplace. The problem is that most au-omated es:_nq

tools are expensive to instal! and use, iiff:-nt -tZ

require very different tools and most tools are incompatible

with each other (Ref. 27]. Selection of sp-scif'c tools

should be done only after careful analysis of the objectives

desired of the tools, the tools cost- funding and the criti-
cality of the software .anctions to be tested. Another

consideration shculd be the phase of development which the
software is in. Figure 2. 13 shows Some typical tools which

S ?.WAIE SOFTWARE ZO.C T =2 AND CFEk;. o1DESIGN ~ 'H-K OL

I '¢vtem *Analysi *Code oode .w/SW Test
': eline Zompliance E-ecuti.n Tools BedChecker

O: .V@n4tnt Oesirn erS OReiression
"-i v1tion of IOdellnov utoma tic Testin.F- uiroments Flow ' .,u la tOre

Charter 00fher S/W
4 sL/' Desipn *lest :rivers Verification

#A 1 kWthrus Tr.ter tyive Tools
*,' rffen lts : : ools *S-r-ss Zesta
. ce.bRAi1ty 9?eiuirements
:Zol ':aceability 'Tr'ce Tool *T/SW Test

Tool 3ed

7.'chniques '-nvironmental

Simula tor
*Code
Ir spection O equirements

.raceabillty
ORequireaents Tool
Tr~tceability
Tool

b igure 2.13 Tools sed by Software Phase.

may be used during the lifecycle of software development.
While not a specific list of tools which may be utilized,
the fiqure gives an ilei of the types of tools found in
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industry today. A brief explanation cf selected tools f-om

the above list follows. System modeling--a -echn4.ui

whereby a simulation of the hardia-e/scftware syz-. i-

programmed using a simulator. Interactions between hard-

ware, software, and personnel are simulated and incompatible

system requirements often become evident after system

modeling. PSL/PSA (Problem Statement Language/Problem

Statemen+ Analyzer)--This is a specific tool licensed by the

University of Michigan, Project ISDOS. It provides a means

for describing information, computer and software sysiems.

A requirements data base built from -several contributers car

be checked for consistency and formal completeness. Design

modelin--Critical algorithms are coied in a represen-.a--vs

manner to determine of the design will result in the desir.!

accuracy and execution times. Timing, memory marg:ns,

resource utilizaticn, and traffic rates ara modeled to

ensure adequacy. Requireuments traceability tool--Soft-ware

requirements are linked to successive design data bas?

entries, test planning, and test Iata entries to prcviie

requirements traceability. Intsract ive debug -ccIs--Th-
debug tool con-rols the code while_ i' is executed and

displays memory and registars. The registers and memory can

be displayed while the code is executed instruction by

instruction. Preset memory locations and registers hold any

desired value thus allowing branches to be executed and the

logic debugged. ICS (interpretive computer simula-

tion)--This tool allows the instructions, interrupts and

input/output capabilities to be made visible by simulating

the architecture and memory of a large: computer. The

program can be started and stopped in order to evaluate

performance of the program at various points. Stress

tests--As the name implies, this tool tests the computer

under worst case conditions of various parameters such as

memory input rates, memory utilization, etc.
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Hardware/software -test beds-NA test bed is the sys-ec "ve:

hardware joined with the system software and combined with

the appropriatp test drivers, aonitcrs and envi:onen-al

simulators to provide as near an operational system as is

possib]le. Regressi-rn tasting--R-gcess..on testing uses a

s.andard proven test for testing the software after a change

has been incorporated in the software in order to detect any

side effects or errors due to the change. These tools are

but a few of the literally hundreds on the market. Tools

can be a valuable and useful additioa to any software devel-

oosent life cycle but must be chosen carefully, checked out

before commitment, and used in +he pcoDer perspective. This

means that the tool should be recognized as a tool and :he

results should be evaluated carefully and action only taken

on specific results generated by the tool.

6. Software Documentation

Perhaps the weakest link in modern software devrlop-

ment has been documentation. There are a number of sources

of information which provide guideln s concerning sof-wa-

documentation. %IL-S-52779A and th- IEEE quality assurince

standards both provide requirements for documentation.

hIL-S-52779A calls for ill documentation standards and

programing conventions and practices to be used for all

software to be referenced in the guality assurance plan.

The IEEE standard calls for identification of the documenta-
tion gcverning the development and verification of the

software and an explanation of how the documents are to be

checked. It further calls for a number of specific docu-

ments. These include a software requirements specification

(SRS), software design description (SDD), and software veri-

fication plan rSVP). FIPS PUB 38 provides extensive.

guidance concerning documentation of computer programs and

ADP systems. Software documentation is an extremely
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critical asp-3ct of software deve1)p3enT In that i- -h .

means cf communication which the lesigner uses with hi

colleagues, management and the technical authorities of ths

customer. Although it is widely recognized that good docu-

mentation practices should be maintained for all system

projects and there are ample guidlines with which to

proceed, documentation remains largely inadequate. Much of

it is old, it is poorly written or written in such a manner

as to be incomprehensible to the average read r, it may not

be thorouqh or leave out elements which are critical to the

software in question, or it hasn't been changed to rsf2ect

current practices. Software quality assurance must -_salize

the requirement for good documentation and take stePs to

ensure that documentation dhich accompanies developed soft-

ware is complete, clear, accurate and concise.

7. Confiquration Managemeant

Configuration management consists of identifying the

configurat._ of the software systen at discrete points i-

time. The purpcse is to systemazically moni-o chang-s to

this configuration and maintain the integrity and -:ace-

ability of this configuration throughout the system 1i_2e

cycle. It is primarily conceraed with ensuring the
integrity and ccntinuit y of design. Quality assurance,

through configuration management, should enforce the

following: (a) Configuration Identification-A system of

recording the technical description of individual computer

programs and supporting documentatioa, thus documenting the

functional and physical zharacteristics of the configured

item. (b) Configuration Control-applies to configured soft-

ware and documentation after they have been released. it

also provides a control for changes and library features.

(c) Configuration Status Accounting-the recording of the

status of the system's configuration. The purpose is to
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know exactly what the current cori u--atio,
was achieved.
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III. A 2_kV~j OFM I R AND? CIVILIAN g~f~jA RQJAITTY
! jBj~E PROGRAS

A. INTRODUCTION

As stated in [Ref. 22] the purpose of a quality assu-

rance program, "Is to assure that so ftwae developed,

acquired or otherwise provided under the ccntract complies

with the requirements of the zontra: - ''. Another definition

af quality assu.anc,_z i, "A =7a- z- a ' c

of all actions necessary to provide alsquate confidence that

the items will perform sit isfactorily -in actual opera-tin"

(Ref. 28]. Still another definitioa is, "The ea:ly letec-

tion and correction of deficiencies and the evaluation of

overall quality performance" (Ref. 29]. Al-hough pros and

cons on the merits of each of t... e dfliticns can be

thought of easily, they all have the same goal - prevent

customer complaints.

Quality assurance achieves this goal through ccn-rol.

This control functior is based on zhe exis-ence of some tvye

of plan and the control finction Is simply ensuring adher-

ence to that plan. Effective control will detect deviation

from the plan early, before it actually occurs. Ineffective

control detects deviation as it happens, when it's too late.

Two key factors in effective control are (1) total knowledge

of the plan and (2) establishment of milestones against

which proqress on the plan can be measured. By monitoring

these milestones, action can be initiated to prevent poten-

tial deviation from the plan.

In essence, quality assurance is not something that can

be added later in the software development process. It is

not the job of a single person or grcup of persons to see

that quality is added at the right time and in the right
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amount. Qiality assurancze begias at the s ar-t-f

development process and is continaaaly added a- : -ep

along the way. The primary job f= *. .I- quality as-irancs

group then becomes the development :,f the qualit.y assurance

plan and once it is developed, the managemen- cf It

throughout the development process.

The next sections of this chapter will discuss standards

which are i use for developing guality assurance plans.

Following that will be a 1iscussion of the typical software

development cycle. The final section of the chapter will

discuss the quality assurance programs in use -a two major

clvi~lan companies and at the N{aval 3cean Sys-eas :er.

B. SOFTWARE QUAIITY ASSURANCE PLAN STANDARDS

1. ---Milit ary _pe cificat ion. 579

Mti!-S-52779A applies to the acquisition of scftware

either alcne or as part of a zomplet= system. It :=equ -r s

th- establishment and ,molamentation of a scftwa_-e quality

assurance program by the contracto:.
Paragraph 3.2 of !1i!-S-52779A deals with the soft-

ware quality assurance plan. According to this specification

[Ref. 221 any scftware quality assurance plan will include

the following areas:

1. Tools Techniques ind Methodololies: What are -hey
and ow will they suppor: .he overall Quality
Assurance Pro ram? Examp.les include: Op erations
Research -. Systems Analysis, functional and perfor-
mance reguirements inalysis, error analysis, software
optimizaion tools, specification tracing and coding
conventio ns.

2. Ccmp.ter Proram Pesign: How will design !cg(,
rulfnllmet of requirements completeness and compi-
ance with specified standaras be evaluated?

3. Work Certification: How will the description, .uthor-
izat.on and compl tion of work be certified or
approved?

4. Documentation: What documentation standards and
program ccnventions will be used?
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5. Computer .rogram Library Cont7ols: How will
comp-er Orogram V;s-oS .
men ed? The objezt ve here s to insure only
atproved odifications ire mle and imle e -1.

6. Reviews and Audits: How will rgvy ews Ind au4i-;s be
conducted to insure tiaceabl2ty from Hnrital
requirements to final product?

7. Confiquration Management (Cl): How are Software
Qualit-y Assurance and CM related?

8. Testing: This section includes the following areas -

a) Analysis of requirements to determine testability

b) Review of test rp guirements andcri-eria tc ;nsure
a dequa cy, fa .lty, trace ability and satisfac-
tion of requirem s.

c) Reviewof test plans, prDcelures and spicifica-
-ions :: ccp lif:nc- t= -I -
and to insure all author'zed changes are imple-
mented.

d) Verificaticn of tests.

e) Certification of test results.

f) Review and certification of test reports.

q) Maltenance of test material -o insure repeat-
ablit y.

h) Support software and hardware used dur-ng develop-
ment must be accptable to the government.

2. !"!! Standard for Software Oualty Assurance Pans

The purpose of this standard is to provide uniform,

minimum acceptable requirements for preparation and content

of Software Quality Assurance Plans. The standard applies

to the development and maintenance of critical software

(i.e. where failure could impact safety or cause large

financial or social losses). For non-critical software or

software already developel a subset of the requirements may

be used [Ref. 23].

The following are the major sections and subsections

of the plan as outlined in [Ref. 23].

1. Purpose.

2. Reference Documents.

3. Management.

a) Organizaticn
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b) Tasks

c) Responsibilities

4. Documentation

a) Purpose
b) Minimum Required Documentation: Software

Requi;ements Specification, Software Design

DescrLption, Soft ware Verification Plan.

c) Othe;: . oMputa r Program Deven mea t Plan,
Conlqaurat .on 4inagemen, Plan, San dards an&
Proced ures Manual.

5. Standards, Practices and Conventions.

a) Purpose

b) Content: Documan6 Standards, Logic St .-uc-ure
Standards, Coding Standards, Comien-arv Stanrds.

6. Reviews and Audits.

a) Purpose

b) Minimum Rquiremnts: Softw!re Requirements Review,
Preliminary Des_n Review, Critical Desigr. Review,
Funct ional Audit, Physical Audit, In-Prccess
Audits.

7. Configuration Managemuent.

8. Problem Reporting and Corrective Action.

9. Tools, Techniques and Methodologies.

10. Ccde Control.

11. ledia Control.

12. Supplier Control.

If any of the above sections are not pertinent to

the project for which the plan is being written, a statement

stating this non-applicability should be included under the

section heading along with reasons why it is not applicable.

if additional sections are needed they may be included at

the end.

C. PHASES OF THE SOFTVARE DEVELOPHENT PROCESS

It is generally agree3 upon that the software develop-

ment process consists of at least the followinq sever phases

(Ref. 241 : Conceptual, Requirements Definition, Design,
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Coding and Checkout, Test:ing, inte1rtion, and Ope-a-izna-.

Software definition takes place in the Conceptual na se.

This consists of feasability sc.udiss, zrade-oZf s-.:is anl

analyses to define specifiz reguir.ments to be allocated to

computer resources. Once these requirements are definel and

dccumented they form the basis for a Iraft system specifica-

tion which will be used during the following phases.

During the second phase, Requireients Definition, it is

determined which system requirements will be implemented by

software. Through analysis it is determined which software

functions are needed and the inputs, processing, and ouputs

that are required for each function. Also par: of -his phase

is the finalization of the system specification and the

preparation of the draft Software _-equieMnn-s

specification.

Following the Requirements Definition phase is the third

phase of the development cycle, Design. The object of zhis

phase is to come-up with a sof-ware design that will imole-

ment the functions identified during the Requirements

Definition phase. The design will include actual algorithms

and equations alcng with control logic an data operatiors to

be performed. The finalization of the software requirements

specif.cation and the preparation of the draft software

design specification will also take place during this ohase.

The fourth phase, Zoding and Zheckout, includes trans-

lating the software design into i computer programming

language. Usually it is a high-order language but it may

also be assembly language. once compilation and assembly

errors are corrected each individual program module is

executed to remcve obvious errors. This procedure consti-

tutes the checkout.

Once coding is complete the fifth phase of the cycle,

Testing, begins. Here the software which has been developed

is tested to shcw that it is consistent with system and

software requirements.
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Durir.g Integration, hardware ar software a::=- =-';h

together and system and operamionil :esting i; ccn'uc-ad.

The object cf the testing is to in4-ire the satis-_fc-iot of

system requirements in the actual or simulated environment.

The last phase of the cycle is the Operational phase.

The software has been accepted for use and the only

remaining activities are maintenance and modification.
Figure 3.1 [Ref. 24] shows the software development process

II
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Figure 3.1 Software Development Process.

and the key outputs of the phases. Figure 3.2 [Ref. 24]

shows how the quality assurance activities fit into the

development process. Figure 3.3 [Ref. 29], although it does
not specify all seven phases decribed above, it dces show

the activities of not only the Quality Assurance group but
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of theheui ape pronctq rgan 4zat ion. The ac-oves

listed are all quality assurance relsa.t-d.

D. QUALITY ASSOUNCE PROMRMS

a. Background

Kurt F. Fischer (Ref. 30] writes:

A VIEW Defense and Spage Systems. arouR the need for a
da-ision wide crganizatio a assist software management
bcame quite apparent drinq the late 1960s. Like most
other software vendors, TRV was concerned about the
frequent cost overruns and schedule slippages in its
softwarl projects, and decided to develop methods to
turn tb s trend around. lAS part Df that ge-_sion. it
established its irst q iity assurance staff in 1999.
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At TRW the software quality assurance functinns

are performed by an o:ganizaticn titled Product Assuza.Ce.

This organization is head i by a via?- president level staff

director. Figure 3.4 [Rof. 301 illustrates the corporate

TRW Defense and I
Sg~ace 5yst80

I ASSURANCE

V Is: ON DIV.-IC f iiSZON ] 0 VISIONW

I 1

Figure 3.14 TR Corporate Organizational Structure.

organizational structure. The Product Assurance organiza-

tion actually performs a dual role: Quality Assurance and
Configuration Management. The reason for this is that both

areas have been found to share similir characteristics.

1. They perform staff Driented functions.

2. The per f ance of thei functo often times
more credible when done Ey in 'napen eat organ,_za-tion.

3. Staff personnel share mny aLptitudinal characteris-
ticS (*.q. close ittenton to detail, preference for
wide v sibilty tasks) [1ef. 30).
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Product Assurance on the product level i laed
by a. AsSistant zrogra, Minage: Er ?zcIuct Assuza °c-- X.

has responsibility for both uality Assureac- and

Configuration Management. The APM for Product Assurance

receives his direction from the project manager, yet he and

his staff remain organizationally independent from the

project by reporting functionally to the Product Assurance

organization at the corporate level. Figure 3.5 (Ref. 30]

illustrates the project organizational structure.

b. Quality Assuranc-. Objectives

To achi-ve the slated ::ij-c ai-v zz -.. t

objectives, the following activities [Ref. 311 are performed

by the Quality Assurance group at rRW-

1. Assure direct traceability between the subsystem
specifications and the devel-oment specificaios. In
addition assure direct traceability between develop-
ment spec'_fications and the test p lan and from thers
to test procedures. QA will additionally insure that
all requirements are traceable -o the product speci-fication.

2. QA will develop and maintain a software recuirements
matrix. This matrix will be maintained throdiqhout the
scftware development cytie.

3. All documqntation generated durinq the project will
be reviewetd by QA personnel.

4. Conduct audits of the software development process.

5. QA personnel will participate in all formal rav~iews
and au dits (.e.g. Software Requirements Rev ew,
Prelimina zzy Design Review and Critical Design
Review).

6. Insure the implementation of built in checks and5alances.

7. QA apronn@l will monitor and witness the Praiminr.y
ualificatlon Test (PQT) and Formal Qua liflcation

Test (FQT). These test results will be cosianed by QA
personnel. All QA test records will be maintained.

8. QA pers cnnel wil1 monitor the - nfiquration
Management practicas during softwar. de velopment.
They will also test to insure the integrity of thi
software configuration.

9. Q personnel will partiipate in all :orfiguatio?
Change Board (CCB) meet ngs anA provide a rE vew of
all proposed changes in the software levelopment and
test process _to again insu.-r the inteqrity of tho
software conf-guration.
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Figure 3.5 TRW Project Organizational Structure.

10. QA will sup port the development of project Software
Standards and Procedures.

11. Verify that all requfeaetss- d functionl capabili-
ties' ave been sat£s e b o tware testing.

12. QA personnel will insure that the delivered software.pac age meets contractual requirements.

13. A ystes for tgcking Software Problem Reports (SR
and Des!Ign Pro1 em R ports (DPR) throughout the soft-ware develo ment Ind production Ijfe will bedeveloped and maintained by Q& personnel.
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14. To insure the necessary implementation and Su-so:-
fcLr all QA a:!- CM aztivn'i-s, 2ua4tv AssuranrS -
participate in the 3election process of all sof-ware
ools.

c. Quality Assurance Planning

The successful implementation of an ef ctive

Quality Assurance Program relies heavily on quality assu-

rance planning during the early phases of software

development. At TRW QA planning is accomplished by a

complete review of the early project documentation. Examples

of such documentation include the Contract Statement of

Wor= k, sv 53j"IMS ic ti an I a-- -. C.

Once this initial review is completed the Quality Assurance

Plan is prepared. This plan contains 'he functions, tasks,

and responsibilities of the Quality Assurance group and also

identifies the quality Assurance tools needed to insure

software quality in the areas of accountability, test-

ability, usability, maintainability and reliability. Upon

completion the plai is reviewed by other project orqaniza-

tions arn approved by both -he Program -Manager and -he

customer. Upon approval task assignments are made to carry

out the activities outlined in the previous subsection. As

noted in CRef. 301 these assignments are based on ieve! of

effort and must remain flexible to adapt to:

1. Tlie needs of the zurrent phase in the develcpment
!-ife-cycle.

2. Shifts in attention needing areas (.eg. technical
problems).

3. Unexpected demands placed on Quality Assurance by the
Project Manager.

Once the QA Plan is approved the Quality

Assurance polocies and procedures are written describing -h

methods and procedures to be used in the implementation of

quality assurance requirements defined in the:

1. System Specification.

2. Contract Statement of Work.
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3. Project Plan.

4. , A plan.

d. Software Stanlards

As Kurt F. Fischer points out in rRef. 30],

"The purpose of software standards is *o improve the main-

tainability and readability of the software product". TRW

has developed a comprehensive and datailed program to deal

with software standards. Accordinq to (Ref. 30] this program

has been successful for two reasons:

1. Software standards are not dictated from the execu-tive offices or from Quality Assurance, bu: arelef -" C C'.1 C f, c los= Z:) .,1 an rnc_ti, :) I MC n -:'I=
Desian, Development, Test, A and ?:oject offiss.

2. A tool has been provided to au-omatically check the
software agalnst most of standards. This allows
programmers to audit th.rmselv~s so that there are no
surprises at turnover time.

The Software Standards and Procedures (SSP)

[Ref. 31] document conta-ins the qual-y provisions, ins-ruc-

tionrs and standards for each project. The SSP deals with

s-tandards concerning softdare, firmware, "design, development

and tes-:ing. The categories of s-:an!za:s i.cluied ar=:

1. Source code formattI n g stanlads

2. Techniques to be used in software/firmware design,
code, Eest and update.

3. Standar4s dealing with QA tool development and their
use during design leveiopment and checKout.

Waivers and 1.viations serve to complement the

standards. They allow permanent oc temporary relief from

compliance with the standards due to technical difficulties,

inefficiencies or schedule impact. Al! waivers or deviations

must be approved by both the QA lanager and the Projec,

Hanager.
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e. Quality Assurance Tools

The use of software tools should only be cn si.-

ered where It will prove to be more cost effective and mor s

accurate to have the task automated rather than performing

it manually. Tasks which may fall intc this category are

often tedious, menial, boring, difficult, error prone,

repetitive and costly [Ref. 30].
Althcugh TRW is currently using improved and

updated tools the following are examples, taken f=rom

[Ref. 30], of the types of tools in ase at TRW:

1. Product Assurance Confidence ?valuato: (PACE) - PACE

and rigorously a program has been tested.

2. FORTRAN Code Audiro; (FCA) - This tool audits coding
standards and by do-ng so allzws enforcement cf these
same standards.

3. Structured Programming Auditoc (STRUCT) - STRUCT Is
used to ensure programs comply with the structured
proqramming standard. It is executed after PACE
because it relies on output from PACE. It evaluates
program structure based oa the following six
constructs; seque_ nce, i7-then-else, dc-whi!e,do-un-il, case, escape-Lrom-loop.

4. Units Consistency Analysis (UCA) - This is used on
FOPTRAN source c de and -he a=_sociated data oase. "
scans the code and interprets squaticns. Bv - f-
encing the data bise for the variables used in -:h
eguat-on it determins i' the units 4.. 'ne assignment
statement are in fazt consistant.

f. Quality Assurance Reviews and Audits

Review and audit points are established during

the QA planning phase to ensure that design, code, inspec-

.ion, testing, and documentation are compatible.

As used at TRW reviews s-rve as quality assurance critiques

of documents while audits are critiques of processes.

Evaluation criteria for doruments [Ref. 30] consists of the

following:

1. Adherence to format and pagination.

2. Clarity of objectives.

3. Technical content.
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4. Irteriocurppnt cons= stentvy.

5. Traceability to hiiher level sifca on?.

The audits conductei by Quality Assu-anc&

personnel [Ref. 30] serve the following four functions:
1. They assess ccmpliance of souzrce code and documenta-

tion to software standards and procedures.

2. They assure traceability of requirements.

3. They determine the satisfaction of system require-
men s during system test and acceptance phase.

4. They assess test sufficiency.

The following list contains the audits conducted
by the quality assurance personnel at TRW. A brief desc:ip-

tion of each audit is also incluled.

1. Unit Development Folder (UDF) Audits - The UDF is a
non-delivera ble item which orjvides ? chani zm for
in ern al control and a-so n~viies nagemen- visi-
bility fcr software development. rKe UDs ar
prepared and maint ained fo.r each software un:
provided by the project. The lefinition of a unit i=-
a s~ngle routine or a grouo of -oaically re te
routines. The UDF isa collction or al re.u -
merts, design data, code, and test data per:ta:n.g -n
a specific unit. The UDF serves .s :he przma-v- rv-_Ila nce mechaa ism for the a uaIi. assurance
oerscnnel durina the desint, cod:na and un- tes:
ohases of the s6ftware deviloment pr6ject. Each UDF
is audite2. This audi - -;,:S I I4 in o hases
:. a efort pvide early detection crrec-ion, or possible srzc=s. Eazh phas= is d, signed t
audit aSpecifica r-aof th =eveloomen-t process.
Following is a deszription rR-f. 31] of -ach phase:

a) Phase I - verffi=s appro p mate 3UDFs have been
in:tiated, proocr cover sheets and inserts have
been included, . requremsnts have been stated in
the requirements section and tnat the Ies _gn
section contains the current dorking design.

b) ?hase II - A desk check and automatic code audit
;s performed to ietermine if code isbeing Droauced
in acccrdance with establIshed project sandaris
and guidelines.

c) Phase. III - V a r" e that each UDF audited
contains a compnaton of test results ani
analyst.s necessary to demonstrate that the unit of
code has been dbucpd, init development testing
is coms.ete and thah an up-to-data design descrip-
tion exists.

2. Test Data Folder (TDF) - the TDF is the orimary
working document f0r the test uroup. As such I- als
provides a surveillance vehicli fot quality assuranc.
personnel. During 'he integration and acceptance
testing phases of the development project. The TDF
conta~ns the test requiremeats, test plan, t est
procedures, test execution reports and software
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prcbIem repor-s. Quaity Assurance reviews fh-e zz
sta. ndards o!in@ in he Software Standards -n:
Procedures (SSF).

3. Configuration Management Audit - Quality Assurance
uses qhis 4udit to monitor the configuration manage-
ment activities to insure that they comply with both
the Cn plan and documented procedures.

4. interface verification Audit - This audit is
con ducted as early as possible in an effort to -den-
tify and correctpossible interface problems. QA
personnel examine the requirements design and proaram
specifica tions.

5. Preliminary and Detailed Design Audits - Conducted
pr-o- to the ?relimin.ary Desi Review (PDR) and the

irltlcal Design Review (CDR respect4vely, hese
audits are ccncerned with th? forma- and cn-en- of
design documentation and project tes-.lanrs. The

-.f ehes , - :3, 1, Z- - I- -c
and CDR respectively.

6. Independent Quality Audit - ot only do the Prcluct
Assurance personnel audi" t n various areas of -
software development p--:- but -they in - a:
audited by the corporat- ?.-:Llct Assurance :rgiriza-
tion. This audit does i fact cove: the who"
project, however, the QA and ZM areas are examined in
aetail. Upon completion of th- audit both the Pro ject
"3anager and AssfstaWn Proje t Manaier for Proluc
Assurance receive zopies o the audi _ report. Tey
also receive any Corrective Action Requests (CAR)
which document any discrepancies found by the au _.t.

7. Audit Retorts - The findin3s /results of the above
audits a re providei to boththe Project Manager an!
-he Assistant Project Manager for the appropr- atdevelopment area. In addition to the finins reco-
mendations are also includad. A periodic summary
which details the number/ty a of aadits performe'l,
the discrepancies found, a _ correct-ve act.o .. n
progress cr iffplemented and a follow-up on corrective
action on-going frcm previous reoorts ;s also
prepared by Quality Assurance and provided to the
Prolect Manager.

As previously noted at the beginning of this

subsection reviews are conducted to critique documentation.

what follows is a list of the reviews conducted at rRW. A

brief description of each reviw is ilso provided.

1. Software Requirements Review - This revitw is
conducted upon completion of the S orware
Requirements Definition phase. QA personnel sit as
members of the review board. The purpose of the
review is to insur; e that the software requirements
spegifications for the proposed software project do
in act match the asers operational requirements forthe system.

2. Preliminary Design Review - I additioi to conducting
the Preliminary Design .ud A , Quality Assurance
personnel act as recording secretary during this
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review. The PDR rRef. 31] rsviews eaci deveopmsent
-; cification for !he o_ w:

a) Traceability of r puirements specification to th=
development spacf-c-t.on.

b) Re uiremnt~s satisfactirPn, interface definition
ara specification content.

3. Critcal jeqiqn Review - In 4ddition *o performing
the Detai led De~ign Audit Quali2ty Assurance personne.
serve as recordin2 secretary. The emphasis of the CDRis on the prepara.ion of required materials, briefina
content and the allocation of each requirement to a
functional design element (Ref. 31].

4. Design Walkthroughs- rhesa walkthroughs are held
early and oftendurinq the D.sign phase. The walk-
throuqhs are conducted by technical personnel who are
taken through the design on a step-by-step basis
informally by the designer. This done in an effort

satisfact ion of requirements and comp19-eness
(Ref. 31).

g. Test ing

In (Bef. 31] it states that Quality Assurance

has review authority for all -est plans and procedures

initiated by TRW for either formal -r informal testing. QA

performs a selective review of documentation to insure that

es- cases and Test procedures dir tly correlate wi-,h the

software requirements. The two prizary functions performed

by Quality Assurance durg the T-sting phase arei test

auditing and the inspection and surveillance of formal

tests. Both these areas are described below.

1. Test Audit - This audit -s zonducted a the end of
each test phase and -s primary purpose is to:

a) Assure that software ronfiguratioa management
proce dures are being followed.

b) assure that the test specifications bina uped by
the test group -re the currient appro vd vrsons.

c) Assure that test reports ,dentify proper test
rocecdures qnd software coflqiprt:or.; specify the
est analysis, and if any deficiencias weres noted

how they were explained and accounted for.

d) Ver.fy that test procedures provide a stet-by-steD
rationale f r c~nducting a test an4 thate.st
results comply with acceptable criter"a specified
in the test procedure.

e) Verify that Test Data Folders comply with approved
formats.
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f) Vrify compliaace hy t !is Iest team wi-: -
manacement orocel ures :o= :hange conrto
pancy repor-.ing, and e.st reporting (Ref. 30].

2. InspectS on and.s.rveillance of Formal Tests - This S
an on-sare activity performed, by QA personnel during
program testing. The purpose _s to:
a) Monitor all tests to ensure* that the actual tes-ts

erforred are those specified in the documented
test procedures.

b) Assure all potential discrepancies are recorded in
the ap pro ved mann er.

c) Compare conf tg uration of hazdwar e/so$twar-
compents used in the test against the conf-gura-
tion identified in the e-cst procedures.

d) Certify that 4nlysis of test results is correc
the te~t satisfies the intended requirements at,
acceDtable criteria and the Test Data Folder is
comple te.

e) Assure that master copies :f test procedures, tes-:
results and test reports are mainained ar.d avai-
lable from a centralized re=rords centear (Ref. 30].

3. Test Changes - The test director may make corrections
of typoqraphical errors in the test parameters as
long as they do n~t deviate from speclfied require-
men -s, he may also make charn es in the test set-un
and in additicn he may make changes in the procedur-
step sequence provide tha- teast parameters or toler-
ance accuracies are not changed. All changes must be
documented and will be revi_9wed for approval by th-
Test Revio.w Board ani Conf';uration Control Board.
An7 changes causina a Ievi 1-tion from specife

-equirements must 5e submite d through bb-h th-
ccnfiguration Control Board and tne customer
[Ref. 31].

4. Test Change Request (TCR) - This is the vehicle u.ed
for requesting changes to test procedures. A descrip-
tion of the problem and the proposed changes are
included cn the TCR. Upon approval by the CCB it
provides hoth the solution tb the problem and thi
means for Implementing that solution. Figure 3.6
(Ref. 321 is a sample T-R usel at TRW.

h. Problem Reporting and Review

In addition to the problem reporting and review

procedures, the procedures used at TRW for the control of

changes to the scftware product will also be discussed. The

change ccutrol procedures fit in at this point because more

often then not changes are made in response to problems

which arise during the development process.

1. Configuration Control Board (CCB) - At .TRW the
Configuration control Boari has been established to
review and approve changes to documentation and
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TCR No....
TEST CHANGE REOUEST

PAGE OF

ORIGINATOR SITE MAI#uNG ADOAEJ PNOE DATE

DOCUMENT TITLE NUMER RE DATE IUED

TCR TYPE: C ROUTINE C3 PRIORITY

PROBLEM

PROPOSED CHANGE

APM SIGNATURE DATE-7 PA SIGNATURE DATE

CMO DATE RECEIVED TR4NITLA" REVI DATE THE ACTION ASSIGNED DUE DATE

CLASSIFICATION. I II RELATED SPRIDPR:

ACCEPTED CHANGE

TESTS TO BE RERUN

C APPROVED FOR IMPLEMENTATION SCIHEOULSO IMPLEMENTATION DATE

DISPOSIT)IN SUSMIT W1C

C REACT ANO CLOU

APM WGNATURE DATE TR CHAIRMAN SIGNATURE DATE

Figure 3.6 Test Change Request.
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software. Regularly schedulei meetings are hi; hutif circumstances warrant it the Pro1ect Mana : can
call a specia! meeting. The project maaager czs as
chairman anu members include ersonnel frcm prcd -ct
Assurqnce, Data Processi!ng ""' "m 5' 7 r"=-
Applications Software, Systems and Supo t3 oftwa.-,
Data Pr cessing Hardware, and Integration arA
Testing. The user mayl alsotake part 4n the meetin s
and in any event wi be supplied a copy of tie
minutes.

The following ire the documents used at TRW in

an effort to maintain configuration control over a software

development project. These documents are submitted to the

CCB for its review and approval.

1. Design Prcblem Report (DPR) - This report is used to
request changes to baselined (already approved) docu-
ments and also t: initiate changes to forma-iv
baselined zussome: confzol l-= aocumenzs. ThE DP.
contains both a description of the problem and a
roposed solution. Once it his been approved by the
onfiguration Control Board it provide§ -he accepted
solu':on to be imoiemented. 1arked up change pagesmust be attached t5 the DPR to illustrate the chandes
being made. QA p.rsonnel monitor the resolution'of
all DPRs [Ref. 32]. Figur =. 3.7 [Ref. 32] is an
example of the DPR sed at TRW.

2. Software Problem Report (SPR) - The SPR is a request
for permanent changes to internally controlled code.
It includes a description of the orcbl-m identifies
the library and rouines af fcted an roposes a
problem solution. 3nce approved by the 4 i serves
as an authorization to updats the master library
Ref. 32b Fiaurs 3.9 (Ref. 32] :s an exampli o!
RW' Sotware Problem Report.

3. Temporary !odification Notice (TMN) - The TM.I
requests and implements temporary changes no base-
!ined code. Included with the TRN are a listing.of
actual changes, reasons for the change, any restric-
tions, testing, verification and files affected. The
TMNs are correlated to SPRs which implement the
permanent change (Ref. 32]. *Figure 3.9 Ref. 321 is
an example of a Temporary Modficatin Notice.

i. Benefits

Kurt F. Fis=her notes in [Ref. 30] that TRW

received the following benefits through the implementation

of its QA Program:

1. It has provided i-reased management visibilty into
the development process through reviews and audits.

2. Pro esct risk iabeen reduced s ethrqu betten require
ment s traceabtlIfty ind more Iis~ ~e and th rouh
test inq.

3. It has enforced software standards.
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TRW OPA NO.
DESIGN PROBLEM REPORT PAGE OF

ORIGINATORLAS HAM INITIA" I PHONE ORGANIZATION I MAILING ADOE DATE

DOCUIENT TITLE I i R I REV. DATE

OTHER ITE
M
S AFICTSD WPC INTPACI OOCVM rCa REFERENCE PIR OB.EM AEOIRTS

PROOLEM DESCRIPTION

APM SIGNATURE DATE

ow DATE RECEIVED CI INfTIA OCI ACTION ANIGNED ACTION DUE DATE

CLASSIFICATION: AFFECTS OM. FIT. FUNCTION, COST ON SCHEDULE Q YES 0 NO

ACCEPTED SOLUTION

FINAL ( APROVED I tIMIMMWU TATIOf IIHEOIJLED IMLISETATOON DATE

130 SUIT amP 'IE not ____

QRIJC AND CLOE aP
AP WSTURE DATI I CAIAN GSONATUR DATE CLOED

Pigure 3.7 Design Problem Report.
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4. The aevelopaent and maintenance of software ho s has
be.n centrilizcd.

5. Qality. Asirance records have been gentralized
These inc u e, prob.em rpoorts, aeviations a.
waivers, reviews and audits, and test and inspection
reports among others.

6. A skill center for personnel with multi-prciect v:"si-
bility whc are bet er able to prepare prc;jc- p lans
and procedures.

7. An independent group assuring that deliverable items
meet contractual requ:r.ments.

J. Lesscns Learned

Kurt Fischer states, fPrcbably the largest

lesson learned is that ona key to the successful development

of software is the employment of i strong QA activity",

[Ref. 30]. In addition to the abov-, Fischer points out in

[Ref. 30] that the folloiinq lessons were learned by TRW

durinq the implementation of its QA ?rZgram:

1. Insure ad equateQA participation during the proposal
and con-r t defnition phases.

2. !iir4g Dersonnre knowl9qeable in software and -hen
tranrn them -n uality assurance 4s easier than
hiring QA people and training them in software.

3. Perform the first audit earlv in the develDment
proccssto allow plenty of tim- for corrective ac*.on.

4. Announce the audit well before,4*t takes place. The
object is to ensure it was done i nc. to find
problems.

5. Construct an audit -hecklist and distribute it to the
area being audite. at the same time the audit :s
announced. This eliminates subjective assessments by
the auditor and informs the party being audited o4
the exact scope and depth
of the audit.

6. Assign QA engineers on a;ong term basis so that they
may yevelop a re ationship
with each project sub-group. QA engineers should

colocate with tie development
personnel so that they might better understand the

problems of other project members.
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SOFTWARE PROBLEM REPORT

PROJECT; P. .

NAME: LOCATION._ PHONE.

ORGANIZATION: DATE PREPARED-

TEST ACTIVITY TEST CASE RUN DATE

SYSTEWLOCATION IMPACT CODE

SV TYPE: r DATABASE FILE I ELEMENT

=,04 PROGRAMWERSION CPCI&

, APPLICATION ROUTINE/VERSION

SUPPORT TEST PROCEDURE NO. REV_

DESCRIPTION: _

/

MANAGER SIGNATURE AUTH. TO SUBMIT. v,% " DATE

DATE ADDRESSED PRORr11M;1 CLASS CHECK BOX

7= ACCEPT - ASSIGNEE DUE DATE IF PROBLEm

' REJECT -REASON vz', - [VAfN; I

II

AUTH. SIGN. TO PROCEED SUB. D DATE IS A

AUTH. SIGN. TO IMPLEMENT FIX DATE DISCRE

CERTIFICATION -ANALYST: DATE -0 MANAGER: DATE

DEFECT CATEGORY PROG,/SN AFFECTED

ROUTINI!(S)/VSN AFFECTED

DOCUMENTS AFFECTED (TITLE/TEV/EATE): S IPR A

FIX TO ISCR E oP N

SCHECK IF

CE ATTACH LISTING OF EXACT CODE CMANG _ DT SCO N. 'SD'ATE

ROTNOSiS AFETELO_____________ D'_____

Fiqure 3.8 Software Pr~oblem Rep~ort.
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2. Navai OceAn Systems Center

a. Background

The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) estab-

lished its software Quality Assurance program to assist

procuring activities in azquiring quality software. Qua!ity

software is defined as software which meets all requirements

of operability, reliability, and maintainability. The

expressed mission of the Software Quality control organiza-

tion is to provide assistance to project managers in the

acquisition/management of higher quality software products

thr:cuah 'he im 7ntaticn of ':rtain s-andar: Oractices. It

provides a manageable struzture to the software development

process through document inspection, configuration manaae-

ment, and testing support. Stanlard techniques include
inspecting and evaluating the documentation of computer

sysmems, evaluating a projects c=nfiguraticn management

procedures in regards to 3oftware documentation and computer

programs, assuring the integrity of tested programs through

program library control, increase iser confidence through

testing, and being an active participant on project Change

Control Boards.

The activities of the Software Quality control

organization are geared to the projects life-cycle. This is

true whether the project is short, requiring a minimum

effort, or long, extending over a multi-ysar period. Because

of this fact each SQC st.p is tiel to the project plan,

milestone schedule, and list of configuration items expected

to be baselined [Ref. 33].

At NCSC the Quality Assurance office has been

established at the directorate level. ?'igure 3.10 (Ref. 33]
shows the NOSC organizational structure.
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TEMPORARY MOOIICATION N0TICE

mm mmasOIDr 00 DATE _________

OWi~ PHONESinIO

MASON earn TWORM W rnmWmL

RESTRICTbONS. '

RELATED OOJMIATION4

OME ACCETANCE DATE

MISORCON TU WOMITED DATIE

OM ReGRESOIN TMV A9PROVA

%-%'*AU~E Fl LES AFFECME

Figure 3.9 Temporary todificatioa lNoticq*
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The following policies have been estabished at

NOSC in regards to Software Quality Assurance:

1. '"e develcping 1ir~ctorate his the basic :~cno.-
it for the quali7t of p~olucts delivered by'NOSC.

Each Director shall utilize the etablished quality
assurance resources, as appropriate, to assure
adequate quality of all end products.

2. The Director of the Enineering and Computer Sciences
directorate acts is Center managements agent for
product quality assurance on ill Center projects. As
such he will keep C enter manigement informed of the
results of reviews and audits cf products developed
and produced by the center.

3. The Quality Assurance office, whicb reports directly
to the Director of the En ineering and Computer
Sciences directorate, will e the point of cohtact
for the coordination of all Csnter qualitx assurance
activities. The QA office is responsible or keeping
,-1e Center's QA policies cuC=9en ana C--SOOPSiV To
higher Navy directives and instruc ions. (9ef. 33]

c. Quality Assurance Planning

The Software Quality Control Plan is prepared by

SQC personnel through int-arviews coalucted with the Project

Manager. The plan is coordinatsd with project plans and

pr'vides a description of how the elements of quality

management will te appliel to the pr ject. Each SQC plan is

tailore1 to project requiraments.

For the Quality Assurance proaram to be effec-

tive the SQC plan must contain certain elements. These are:

planning for products at the end of each task using manage-

ment audits and reviews as a measure of completion of the

products, developing documentation in the proper sequence,

and accepting SQC inspection assistance to the Project

Manager as an aid in ensuring successful system turnover

[Ref. 331.

d. Software Standards

Software Quality Control personnel are respon-
sible for developing and enforcing design and programming

standards. In the area of design, standards dealing with
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clarity, detail, logical efficiency, technical mazuri-y, an!

ccnsistercy with functional specifications must be e.orced.

Programmizg stand ards orcvide the =- =t1

consistency in the technique and processing required for

continued software support throughout the system's life-

cycle. The programming standards deal with the following

areas: logic and coding zonventions, flow chart standards,

intermodule communications, programming language structure

and use, data design, module segmentation, and logic error

checking.

Quality Assurance personnel review the program-

minq effort with regard for compliaace with standa'is.

any non-compliance is found they will take steps to ensure

confcrmity with 'he standards.

e. Quality Assurance Reviews and Audits

The software review Drocess exists so that a

qualified. decision may be made to recommend advancement from

one phase to the next. Audits on the other hand are

conducted to verify conf.iguration items conform to specifi-

cations and other contract requirements. T4e results of

reviews and audits are reported dir.ctly to the development

directorate by quality assurance personnel.

In addition to the r -views and audits the

process of baselining will be discussed. It is included here

because it is an integral part of the audit and review

process.

Baselines are a configuration management tech-

nique used to control the development of a software product.

as stated in (Ref. 341,

A project@, software configuration is the prevailing
s.tre of its softwar a compononts. Those components
which are subjected to systemati-c management are termed

ionfiguration Items (CIsI .*Softwar_ CIs are quali4ied as
beinq elements of an evolving software product which are
set forth in technical docuiantapion (including
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suecifications, drawings, and listinas) , and anc.i-v
the computer program -s-If (reside.n on card, tap, or

In (Ref. 331 it goes on to point out,

Baselines are employed throughout the life-cycle of a
configuration item to ensure orderly transition from one
major commitment point to the next in the system en i-
neering, software development production, and logistic
support processes. Base ines are established at those
points in a program whe re it is necessary to d-fine
fcrmal departure points for control. of future changes in
performance design,. development, production, and
related tecnical requirements.

Th' baseline is created upon acc-o=ance of a

document or product.

There are four types of baselines used at NOSC,

Functional, Allocated, Product, and Oera-ional (Ref. 34].

A brief description cf each follows.

1. Functional Baseline - This considered the hiahest
level baseline. The technical documentation at this
level delineates all the necessary functional charac-
:eristics, the t-s4 s which wil. be equinrd to
demonstra-e their achievement, al! necessary lnTer-
faces, and any and all design constraints. This
base, ine generally covers -.L the 13cumnlation
produced pror to development of -oe software es -gn
and the formal Syste m Design R--view.

2. Allocated Baseline - At this the next lower level
baseline, the performance or .en-ed specificationst
which are subordinate to the Confingura-o1on Iems or
the functional level, expand upon allocated func-
tonal characterist.cs. All ocumentation produced
short- of the Preliminary Design Review is covered by
this baseline.

3. Product Baseline - Th4s is coiside;ed the Jowest
level. The documeatatlon at this point which is
subordinate to both the functional an& allocated
levels, defines the production, operation, main-e-
nance, and logistic support phases of its life-cycle.
This normally covars all documentation and programs
produced prior to the Formal ualification Review.

4. Operatioral Baslline - Onco the developed syste
passes the Formal Qualification Review an has prove,
it meets operational requirements, the operational
baseline is establgished. All modifications rejuired
to the system during its life-cycle will be performed
from this baseline.
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Th? baselining techrique is also isci by TRW iv-ring

software development process.

FCllcwin- is 1 list Cf the reviews cona,:T-ed by

the Software Quality Control organization at NOSC. A brief

description of each review is included.

1. Initiation Review - The purpose of this review is to
affirm the Operational Requirement as the basic
quideline for the project. Prior to the review the
Operational Re uiramenV should have been read by all
members cf the project team including software
guality assurance personnel. The Operational
equirement is reviaweq to ensure no reguirements or

constraints have been omitted [Ref. 33].

2. Systems Requiremen- Review - The objective of this
review is o determine the aicquacy of the develop-
er's efforts in definina systemreq i:ements. T Te
L-_- conuc:_ei .nce a s3!ca.- -
svstem functional r quirements have been established
[Aef. 331.

3. Document Feview and Substamntiation - Tnhs occurs in
each phasE of -he 13velopmen- Iife-cycle. The orimarv
concern is to r? view draft documentation for_

completeness and correctness. Quality assurance
personnel inspec- and substant:atz the contents of
all documentation. The documentation under review is
ccm ared aqainst sstablished 3tandards to ensure
ccn ans the proper level of dstail and that ali thq
re-qI-re, contnt "= present. I'ot only is a s4:a7e
oece of documentation reviewed by itself but i- 2sccapared to all asscciated cumentir t esu
ccmmleteness and consistency. All deviations from
s-4anlarls and anK t-Cn4a:tzI~mr aen-aa.submitted to bot :he Proje laa* nd the ve -
cper for correction. Once the 0peratioal IRequiremen-
has been reviewed and approved, the remainder of the
documentation produced by the project is reviewed to
er.sure it is consistent with and mee-ts the requira-
ments set forth in the 3perational Requirement
(Ref. 331.

.~ System D.si~gn Review - Once the projecr team has
determined tat the. software requirements documents
fulfill all requirements and oresent a suitable allo-
cation of performance requirements bet.ween hardware,
software, and human actions the System Design Review
is held. Also the iden ification, correlation,
completeness, and risk of the software requirements
documents is evaluated. Upon approval these documents
are considered baselined [Ref. 33].

5. Preliminar a Design Review (PDR) - iThe primary
concerns Cf the PDR are the software design and the-
ccmpletion of requirements set forth in oreviously
baselined documents. The items which are 7onsidered
from the program design documents include:

a) Computer program functional flow charts.

b) Storage allocation charts.

c) Control functional descriptions
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d) Structure and organiza:.: o: :nEa a ba._

e) Functional interfaces. [RaE. 33]

6. Critical £esian Reviews - These reviews are ccn:ucei
as individual'.system programs or aodules are sveci-
fled. The primary concerns hare are +hat ;eqiirel
standards are met, all prior baselined functions are
fulfilled, and that prior to :odi rgth? lowest lev l
of desiqn detail has been reacheA. The followinq
items [Ref. 34] are under zonsideration from the
proqram specifications:

a) Compatability of design with functional inter-
faces.

b) Data base interactions.

c) Design integrity of logic diagrams, algorithms,
storage allocat:_ns, ani flow charts.

H) Hardware interfaces.

e) Human interfaces.

7. Formal Qualification Review - This is conducted uoon
completion of both the Functi:)nil Configuration Aul--iand the hysical Cnfiguration Audit and after all
a:screpancies uncovered by these audits ia! Z
corrected. The nirpose here sto ensue that t he
system as developed nd tested meets all requirements
set forth in the Operational Requirements. From this
review it is determined that:

a) User requirements have beea satisfied.

b) Documentation is sufficient to support the system
throughout its I" fe-cvcle.

c) User functions are a1equat ly described and docu-
mented.

1) Testing is sufficient tc e.isure user confidence.

e) A ll outstandinq deficienzy reports have been
resol ved.

f) The outcome of the review will either be a
successful comoletion or the determination that
further developmant is necessary [Ref. 33].

8. Post Development Reviewp - These reviews are
conducted as the operational evaluations of the
system are made. The'focus -s on system development
problem areas, operational lifficulties, and unde-
tected deficiencies [Ref. 33].

The following list contains the major audits

conducted by the NOSC Software Quality Assurance group

during the software development process. As was the case

with the reviews, a brief description of each audit is

included.
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1. Ir-Process Confiquration Audit - This serves aZ -he
_mary means O: valiiat Ina ta+ ._velovmint .: a

software Configuration Item fis been compleed se-is-
factcrily. Once a document has gone thrcuah the
review anl substantiation process (described ei-lier)
a record cf the review forms and disposition of defi-
cfencies is maintained. The apdated document and all
deficiency reports are inputs to this audit
(Ref. 33].

2. Functional Configuration Audit - This is a critical
comparison of an item's test/analysis data and func-
tional specifications to validate that the item as
designed and developed, meets all the functional
performanc re uireuents specified in its development
specification [Ref. 35].

3. Physical Confi.uration 4udit - This is a comparison
of the "as bufit" item with its approved and released
technical documentation. The objective is to ensure
that the documentation is com-le e and is appropriate
for operational ma, inte nnce" and suDoo.t Durooses
[Ref. 35].

Both the Functional Configuration Audit and the

Physical Configuration kudit are conducted prior to the

submission of a configuration item for. formal acceptance.

From [Ref. 33] the purpose of these audits is:

1. Confirm ccmpliance to change control procedures and
tc ensure only approved cbanges have been imple-
mented.

2. To ensure that objectives are sufficient.

3. To ensure the develoued software product is the same
as the specified software product.

f. Testinq

Software test and evaluation, as conducted by

the Software Quality Assurance personnel, is designed to

ensure that the software, as developed, meets the original

requirements s et forth by the user/sponsor i n the

Operational Requirement and that it performs as defined in

the system documentation. By conducting an analysis, tech-

nical evaluation, and a detailed review of project

documentation the necessary inputs to prepare test plans,

test specifications, and test procedures, are obtained.

These documents are then used in the actual testing and
evaluation of test results to verify that the system, as

developed meets all technical specifications [Ref. 33].
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Follcwinq is a list of the various test ei!ments
and activities. A brief discussion of each is included.

1. Test Plan This is written by Software Quality
Control personnel to definr the
scope of tests requiret to assure that the software

meets all required specifications. Although the test
plan is a high level document, from which the test
specifications are written it still must identify
t e degree of testinq and th .e specific functions to
be tested. The schedule for individual tests and a
summary of the .nvironment to be used are also
included in the test plan. The plan is reviewed by
the software developers and approved by the
Program/Project manager (Ref. 361.

2. Test Specificatiois - S~ftware Quality CQntrol
prepares a test specification for each test -n the
test plan. Based on requireasnts set forth in the
desian documentation of the leveloping system, the
test speciEz-catio/i defines :iae oas c -es- c:Dteria
and the general :aethods to be used in a speciric
test. Once a test specification is p:epared it fozms
the basis for the development of tes. procedures. In
addition to defining the scope of the s2acific t-ests1
test specifications state the purpose or the test and
identify the software hardware, and/or system to be
tested. There must Se sufficient information n
test specification so that test procedures may bq
developed and so t.he results of defined tests may be
evaluated. These are also reviewed by the softare
developers and approved by the Progiam/Projec
Manager [Ref. 36].

3. Test Procedures - These procedures aze developed by
the Software Quality Conrol personnel us .. .e st
specifications, u s manua!s, and cthe=r z.evant
design documen.ation. -he prime ourpcse of the test
rocedures is to present detailea instructions for
oth test execution and the evaluation of tesz
results. The ozganzzation and structure of th=
processes are expressed in general terms in the test
procedure along with constraints or assumptions
=rmposed on their usage. A dascription of the total
equipment, manpower, computer program, and supportinq
documental.io n reguired for operation is also
rovided. All hardware or software revisions or modi-
ications must be specified along with any required
pre-test checkout required to ensure a valid test
environment [Ref. 361.

4. Software Testing -Software tuality Control personnel
moy perform testing in either of two anvirgnments:
s-mulat'ad or "on-sitte". In a simula-.ea environmen-
certain subsystems, links, and peripherals are avai-
lable for the express purpose of production and
testing. "On-site" testinq is done usiaq the system
in real-life environment. The policies and procedures
are set forth in the test plana, specifications, and
proceduresused in accomplishing software testing
[Ref. 36].

5. Test Reports - As each test is comr eted a Test
Report is written to document the satisfactory ot
ur.satisfactory completion of the test. Any and all
deviations from test procedures or equipment malfunc-
tions must also appear on the Test Report. Bach
apparent system discrepancy will be noted by the
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submissior of a seperate iaci--ient report.
:! oo:- wt 11 e- -n:ce all C co:eted :-st -7: -:r?
steps to allow programmers to-dulica:e the condi-
tions in which any apparent incid2nt was discovered.
All completed Test Reports become a pa: of the
permanent system do=umentation [Ref. 36].

g. Problem Reporting and Reviews

As was the zase with rRW the area of change

control is also discussed in this subsection. The

Configuration Control Board and the documents used in

configuration ccntrol are discussed in the list that

follows.

C. Cc _':.i u : n Ch a"-.t- - 0 nurnDcs 0-9
configuration ci ange control is to managa And'moritor
changes or modiflcations to baselined configuration
items. The sponsor, user, software developer, or any
cther member of -he projec organization may oropose
changes :c the soft are. These, along wi-h ary prob-
iems uncovered Juring test and evaluation ar .
prese nted to the Configuration Control Board (CCB) as
either Engineerinq Chan e Proposals, deviations or
waivers. The CCB in urn Investigates all change
requ-sts, deviations, and waivers and based on docu-
mented anal sis, recommends proposed action
Ref. 331. ;he iZB Is made up of representativee
_rom all project affected activitles. The Project
Manager is the chairman and the Quality Assurance
representative acts as recordin? secretary. Al-houqh
.he final decision regarding a I changes ultimately
rests with the chairman, h6 solicits expert aavlca
from project participants such as Softwar _

Development, Systems EnqinearnQLogsic sapre, __Q~~ ControlsL g, t c upor ' -. CmUser, a r,
Facilities/Hardware management (Ref. 34].

2. Engineering Chan Pro posal. - Used in sub miting
Eroposed changes to basel ined software confi quration.

Iter DD Form 1692 or 1693 is used [Ref. 34].

3. Request for Deviation - rhis is used when it is
necessary to depart temporarily from documented
requirements. DD Form 16 4s used in this case
[Ref. 34].

4. equest for Waive;. - If an item fai_.s to conform to
:.ts required configuration and th~s is due to a
development error, a Request for Waiver is submitted.
This is also submitted on a DD Form 1634 [Ref. 34].

5. Engine ring Change Orders - Once approval bas been
granted, Engineering Change Proposals, Deviations,
and Waivers are implemented through an Engineering
Change Order [Bef. 34].

6. Specification Change Notice/Notice of aeviston - Both
trese documents are usea when an Engineering Change
Proposal or Waiver affects baselined documents or
drawin qs, DD Form 1696 is used for the SCN and DD
Form 195 is used for the NOR leef. 34].
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7. Software Trouble/Incident Report - This is used for
reportini all deviations fr: t=st . ir , *a-
meat malfunctions and software anamolies (Ref. -36.
These beccme a part of the software Test Repot and
permanent part or system docunentation.

h. Program Library Control

Program Library Control is designed to maintain

and control a systems zomputer programs and all changes to

these programs. Software Quality hssurance personnel are

responsible for approving all changes to library programs.

This system not cly provides baseline, error-free, patch

free programs fcr test and evaluation but it also insures

that all approved changes are incorpora-ed into :he programs

[Ref. 371. TRW uses a system similar to this.

i. Benefits

In [ Bef. 33] it states that NOSC has realized

the following benefits through the establishment of its

Soft-ware Quality Assuranc. program:

1. It establishes a controllable structure in the soft-
ware development procqss.

2. it assures certain elements of quality in every phase
of the development.

3. By reducing rework substantially, it provides for tho
satisfaction of requirements.

4. The substanialfieduction in tbe pcunt of rework has
lead to a significant savings in Aife-cycle costs.

3. gg.]XfRAi 'flt.e:_c Cga~j

a. Introduction

Tha software quality assurance activities at two

separate divisions of the General Elect-ric Company will be

discussed. One discussion will cover the Electranic Systems

Division located in Syracuas-, New York. The other will cover

the Space Divisicn located in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.

Neither discussicn will be extensive as both divisions use
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quality assurance techniques which a=  s-imilar to :- -wo

organizations previously lescribed.

b. Electronic Systems Division

(1) . Qu a _ Assurance Objectives. John

McKissick Jr. and Robert A. Price point out in [Ref. 38] the

objective of the Computer Software Quality Assurance (CSQA)

Program at the G. E. Electronic Systems Division is to

ensure that software delivered under a contract meets the

requirements of the contract. As can be seen this is similar

to the organizations previously discussed.

(2). Qa-itv Issurance Planning. 1ge enaaer

of Computer Software Reliability and Quality Assurance and

dedicated technical specialists are responsible for planning

and implementing the QA Program. In addition to providing

staff support to project managers the manager of Computer

Software Reliability and uality Assurance reports directly

to the manager of Reliability and 2uality Assurance. IA

should be noted thea the Zomputer Software Reliability and

Quality Assurance group is ozganiz=tionally indeperent of

Software Engineering.

After reviewing both the Computer Program

Management Plan and the Software Standards and Procedures

Manual, Quality Assuranz. personnel develop the Computer

Software Quality Assurance Plan (Ref. 38]. The plan defines

all act-'vities which control and assure computer software

quality. The plan is developed using Mil-S-52779A, and it

identifies the organizational compon.nt responsible for each
activity.

(3). _ andai.s. Similar to TRW the G.

E. Electronic Systems Division also develops a Software

Standards and Procedures Manual. This document, which is

primarily used by the programming teams, establishes rules,

guidelines, and limitations which are to be observed in
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generating software designs and ::o!-3 which will have th

properties of: consist.ency, readabili+y, and quality

(Ref. 38). The struzture and zoatent of the Scftwar_

Development Notebook (SDN) is also defined.

The SDN is similar to the Unit Development

Folder used by TRW. it is a simple loose-leaf notebook which

is established during the Preliminary Design phase for each

Computer Program Component (module). It provides a common

collection point for all information dealing with a CPC and

it is maintained and updated throughout the remaining phases

of the software development [Ref. 38].

The SON is broken down in- the following

sections: Requirements, Detail Design, Functional

Capabilities, Cade, rest Case Descriptions, Test Case

Results, Software Problem Reports, and Miscellaneous

Information. With the exception of Software Problem Reports

and Miscellaneous Information, each section contains a cover

sheet showing schedule dates, actual completion dares, and

review and approval signatares [Ref. 38].

The SDN, :ike "RW's UDF, serves as the

principle working document of the programmer. In addition ;t

provides management, the customer, and QA pprsonnel visi-

bility into the design, status, and guality of the software

under development [Ref. 38].

SDNs are audited monthly. This audit may

be on either an announced or unannounced basis.
(). Qual-x t ssan e  Reviews and Audits.

Audits and reviews similar to those conducted by both TRW

and NOSC are conducted at the G. E. Electronic Systems

Division. Internal reviews are conducted by software and

systems engineers who have not contributed to the design

under review. The review chairman is responsible for imple-

menting the review plan which was approved by Quality

Assurance and the Project Manager.
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After the internal reviews are ccrduc-.,

joinrt cusmomer/ccn.tractor reviews ar- held. these rvi-eIs

provide a technical forum for bet-:er mutual unders n4.ing of

the performance requirements allocated to the cmpuze- soft-

ware, and of the design approach selected to meet these

requirements (Ref. 381.

(5) . Les_ ng. At the G. E. Electronic Systems
Division the Test Plan is developed during the preliminary

design phase of the development process. Test procedures

are developed during the detailed design phase. Actual

testing cccurs in the final four phases of the development

process: Ccde, Debug an! Uniz Test, Development Testing,

Integration Testing, and Acceptance Testing [Ref. 38].

Unit testing is conducted on individual

routines to reveal coding errors, computational errors,

improper input handling, inappropriate error messages, and
incorrect formatting and content 3f output. Development

testing takes the prviousiy tested routines and combines

them to form Computer Program Components (CPC). The func-

tional capabilities of the CPC i are .hesn verified.

Integration testing, which is performed by an independent

test team, combines CPCs and verifies the correct sequencing

of components, compatible component interfaces, and proper

data routing. Acceptance testing, which is also done by an

independent team, verifies system level functional require-

ments. These include overall timing and the ability to

handle the total input load. As at TRW and NOSC QA personnel

witness all testing [Ref. 381.
(6). ProeI jRo9;tjj& and Review. Like both

TRW and NOSC, G. E. Electronic Systems Division has a

Configuration Control Board which reviews and approves all

changes to the software. As in both the previously described

organizations, Quality Assurance personnel are members of

this board. Quality Assurance personnel are also responsible
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:or verifying thet all appreved changes hava been incorno-

rated. This is similar to both .OSC and TRW.

A Software Problem Repurt (SPR) defines

and documents a problem and the test conditions under which

it occured. Quality Assurance receives a copy of all SPRs.

In addition they maintain a listing of all outstanding SPRs

and the party responsible for corrective action. Once a

problem has been corrected Quali:y Assurance annotates its

copy of the SPR with the way in which the problem was

corrected [Ref. 381.

All coding changes are authorized using a

Software Change Order (SCD| . Changes -.o hardware and soft-

ware specificaticns are documented on a Specification Change

Notice (SCN) [Ref. 38].

(7). Benefits. An effective Quality Assurance

Program allows the G. E. Electronic Systems Division to

deliver computer software which meets all contractual

requirements. In addition it provides management visibility

into the software development process.

c. Space Division

(). _at Assuance Objectives. The Quality

Assurance Prograi which was reviewed has been in effect at

the General Blectric Company's Space Division sinc e 1978.

The primary objective of the program is to ensure that

delivered software meets all contractual requireme4nts. A

secondary objective, which is designed to help secure

contracts, is to define and implement specific measures

designed to ensure delivered software incorporates the

features necessary to achieve testability, maintainability,

reliability, etc. [Ref. 291.

(2). Q _ua1 ni - As is the
case in the three previously described organizations the

primary job of the Quality Assurance group is to prepare the
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QA Plan. Once the QA ?Ian has been developed Qunali-

Assurance turns its attention -o the implemen-_-:c an_

managemert of the plan.

(3) . Software StR1ndr s. Each programmer

working on a given project receives a copy of the

Programming Standards Doument (PSDJ , which outlines the

standards to be used to produce a high-quality software

product. It is not enough however that the programmer be

given the PSD and left to go along his merry way. Traininq

sessions, conducted by the Software Development group, are

held to explain the content of the PSD. It is the job of the

Quality Assurance group to verify that each programmer

participates in the training sessions [Ref. 29].
(4) A_ Assurance Reviews and Audits. The

G. E. Spacp Division conducts reviews and audits similar to

those of the previous three organizations. They do, however,

give special attention to the developmentof software in-er-

faces. The development of the software interfaces is don=

by the Software Development Group. However the System

Engineering group is responsible f0: developing -he

Interface Contrcl Documents (ICD1. The purpose of this

process is to provide a timely and complete definition of

interface details and to provide a continuous in-depth

review process (Ref. 29].

(5) . TestiDq. The Quality Assurance role in

the actual testing is minor. The bulk of the Quality

Assurance qroups work is done prior to actual testing.

Quality Assurance first identifies exactly

what is to be tested and at the same time develops a

detailed definition of the test environment. They then

explicitly define both the test and the evaluation process,

especially success/failure criteria.
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During the actual "-ssting, -111ii-

Assurance acts as a monitor to ensure that zhe previously

defined procedures are being followel. They also ensur that

any changes are documented correctly [Ref. 29].

(6). P;obl em geo ond Review. Any prob-

less uncovered during the testing process are documented

using a Discrepancy Report (DR). Jnce testing is complete a

post-test meeting is held and the Discrepancy Reports are

assigned to individuals for resolution. The Software Quality

Assurance group monitors ill outstanfing DRs to ensure -hat

all problems are corrected.

The Discrepancy Reports serve as a measure

of product quality. The software 2A group analyzes the datA

provided by the DR and prepares a statis'icaL reort-. T:

[Ref. 29) Stephen L. Stamm, Manager of Productivity Programs

at the G. E. Space Division, pcints out that such -hinos as

the number of DRs, the frequency distribution of DRs by
type,.the mean t'me of closure (correction), and the DR ra -

as a function of product 1 fe can be used by anagemr~t to

identify weak spots in the software implementation process.

(7) - rogram LibrarZ. A system similar to ..at

at NOSC is used at the G. E. Space Division.

(8) . Qaalit Assuranc =e Tools. Au-omated soft-

ware code analysis tools are used as part of the test

program to uncover code in the final product which has never

been executed. If this is the case it is determined if ther=

is a hole in the test program, a possible flaw In the

product design or just some superfluous code in the finished

product (Ref. 29].

(9). Ljessons reaaed. The following elements

[fs. 29] have been found by the G. E. Space Division to be

necessary for a successful Software Quality Assurance

Program:

1. The Softwj;r jualit7.Assuranc Pa must have high
project v b Iity, ltmust de-fine tae SOA program At
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a level of detail sufficient to allow implen r'---
arl it must have th? project in! ccmpany n
whole-hearted support.

2. The application of special softwar. ergineering tech-
nrques by the programming staff specif-cally targeted
at increasing produat quality.

3. The project organization must distribu.e tihe Software
Quality Assurance Program responsibllity, placing SQA
tasks where the capability really exists.

4. The ability to measure the effec-iveness of the QA
program and, if possible, the quality of the end
prod uct.

5. Software Quality Assurance personnelmust be an
integral part of the project tam.

B. CONCIUSiON

Four separate Scftware Quality Assurance organizations

have been discussed in this chaptr. Powever they are

similar in several ways.

First the Software Quality Assurance groups at each of

these organizaticns become involved with the project early

in its life-cycle. Each of -the Quality Assurance groups is

involved in every phase of the development process. Each of

these organizaticns recognizes the fact that an effec-ive

Quality Assurance crganization allows them to deliver -

quality so-ftwar % product which 2eers all contractua!

requirements. They are also in agreement -n -he fact

Software Quality Assurance saves money in the development

process by identifying and correctiag errors early in the

process. They also agree that an effective QA proaram

provides both management (Corporate and Projezt) and the

customer wi'h visibility into the d.velopment process. The

view of software as a product is also a similarity among

these organizations. Finally all these groups agree that

Software Quality Assurance groups do not create quality in a

project but tha+ it is in fact part of the job of every

project member.
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IV. Tf3 L T AaPPOAHC AT FMSO

A. STRUCTURE

Within the Naval Material Command, the Fleet Materia

Support Office (FMSO) is a field activity sponsored by the

Naval Supply Systems Command. F.S0 performs two major func-

tions in fleet logistical support. The one discuss-ad here
is that cf principal Navy Central Design Agency (CDA) for

au-omated supply, anc:_.l, Ma ntZrCce, and i1gistca

systems, a process which consumes the majority of F.SO

resources.

A general description of the organizational e=m-n-:s

directly related to the zentral systems development process
is depicted in figure 4. 1 Withia the organizat-Lon the

Comptroller Department (Coe 91) and nanagement DeDartm=n -

(Code 92) are the two departments that can be consfd red as

staff. The other six CDA depa:tments are prcduc- 4on

orienteJ or support the pr:du&tion effort and are conzidered

as line organizations which are direztly :esponsible for the

development and maintenarics of standard Automated Data

Processinr (ADP) systems rRef. 39].

A system is considered to be an organized set of ADP

hardware, environmental/application software, and documented

procedures designed to automate the basic management and

operating processes for a customer site or group of customer

sites with common mission responsibilities. "Documented

procedures" as used above refers to the applicable ADP

related and non-ADP related pro=edures established to

support the hardware and software asvnects of the system

(Ref. 391.
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Figure 4. 1 Organizational Structure.

The primary role of the Managz-me.-t Departzent is to

coordinate with and su pport the efforts -of the CDA

Productifon De~partments. In this capacity the branch that i-s
of mos4- relevance to thi-s paper Is that o f th a Qual-ty

Control Bran-ch. :he CDA Development Process madq.!, figur-4

4.2, reflects all of the bisic steps appropriats to ensuring

that each CDA tasking _-ecei4ved by FMSO :Ls effectively

managed and results in a high quality product being released

for use by the customer. The mode l covers all projects,

large and small, new developments or maintenance. However,

i t I s anticipatead that some of -the steps in the model may

not be applicable to all projects. Therefore, an exp-icizt

decision by the appropriatea level of management is required

in order to exclude process ste?s determined not applicable
on a project° As the model is f311owed through, note.

specifically the areas that deal with symbols equating to 92

QC and 92 QC Optional (Ref. 401.
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B. THE QUALITY VROCESS

As a new requirement is received by FMSO a mechani-m is

activated to ensure that the output produced will m.et the
user's expectaticns. This mechanism at FMSO is called the

quality process, that is, an attitule that extends from the

individual programmer all the way through the systems devel-

opment cycle up to top management. By design, it is a

multi-layered approach to achieving quality that begins with

the System Development Quality Process (SDQP). Falling

under the SDQP are all the separate requirements that will

eventually vroduce a workina ADS. At each stag of develoD-
ment, quality standards are imposed upon all personnel at

all levels within the chain of command beginning with th
feasibility study and raguirement I finition, proceeding

through the functional design, computer design, program

development, testing, operations and maintenance, and ending

with the Program Trouble Reports (PTR). Within each of

these particular evclutions labeled above are subsections

that must be completed before the process evolves furth-r.

Layered on top of the SDQP are the Quality Cont-ol

Mechanisms. Th.se Quality Control .lechanisms provide the

ability to ensure that a quality anI error free product is
in fact produced. The methods utilized to accomplish this

are good project management during the requirement lefini-

tion and functional design stage, sound data base management

during functional design and computer design, an effec-.iv9
verification process during comput.r design and program

development, proper validation procedures during program
development and testing, and a satisfactory prototype/op

review during testing and operations/ maintenance of a

system.
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On top of both the SDQP and Quality Control Mechanisms

we have the Quality Production -Concepts. These include

structured processing, standard data element usage, Uniform

standards, methods and procedures, improved programming

techniques and training. When all of these various layers

are utilized and implememted as a whole we have the philo-

sophy of FMSO towards producing a guality product.

C. QUALITY ASSURANCE VS. QUALITY CONTROL

Quality Assurance, as defined by FMSO [Ref. 40], is a
ine manaqeument responsibility. As such, Line Supervisc s

are accountable for enforcing the application of s-anda-r

procedures that have been leveloped fcr the primary purposs

of insuring accuracy, thoroughness of method, simplicity in

design, adequacy of testing and clarity of documentation of

ADS development. To aid all levels of personnel within the

various line departments in the accomplishment -3f their own

specific requirements for quality, guidelines have been

developed that include N&VSUP PUBs 506, 507, 508, CDA
DEVELOPMENT HANDBOOK, CDA MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK, FiSO In--ernal

Instructions, and various other documented and undocumentel

departmental procedures. Everything written and docum;nted

must be in compliance with these standards. It is the indi-

vidual person's responsibility to ensure that they are in

compliance with these staftdards.

Quality Control, as lefined by FMSO [Ref. 40], is the

responsibility of the Management Department and specifically

the Quality Control Branch. Quality control procedures are

those actions that are taken as an ADS is being developed to

insure that all the required QUALITY ASSURANCE procedures ,
those actions performed by the line department personnel,

will be complied with to produce a reliable and error free

ADS product. Quality Control then is primarily a review
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function to be performed by the Quality Control Branch. I.

this area they are responsible for ensurinc -hat

designated/high interest ADS projects conform with standards

of completeness, accuracy, clarity, and all other applicable

quality standards that applied to the line quality assurance

program have been achieved.

D. SPECIFIC QUALITY CONTROL RESPONSIBILITIES

As quality control is a review function and given the

limited number of personnel assign_2d to the branch, not

evs-ry cutput that is provi_4 by FISO will be *zrviswed by

the Quallty Control Branch. The Quality Control Branch

will, however, be directly involved with those projects

designated high pricrity or of special in:ers-: to the

Command. All other projects will be reviewed on a priority

basis as the manhours that can be devoted to the futher

enhancement of the quality effort become available. Thei-

area of responsibility is enormous aad their tasks numerous.

Therefore, only areas of malor responsibilities are lis-e,!

below [Ref. 401,
1. Review of Functional Descriptions for compliance with

standards.

2. Participate in a system design review to ensure that
the design has considered all of the proposed system
requirements.

3. Review of System Specifications for compliance with
standards.

4. Review of Program Specificati-ns.

5. Review of the Maiitsnance Manall, Operations Nanual,
and all other applicable manuals.

6. Prepare an analysis of PT s received as to gause or
symptom and recommend possible corrective action.

7. The pua~i~y Control Braach will .1electiyt tyi
test plans and tests for compi ance wth ua ty
Assurance quieines. In.th performance ? this
task, they may dask check all ap~ icable data or they
may elect to attend the rev-ew conference hell
between the 2ro rammer and analyst as they discuss
the results of 4he test.

8. Review the Implementation Plan.
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9. Quality Control is responsibl - for post iM01e.-me.-a-
tion visits to q!z- ":-d site- -
to determine whether the product released is workina
satisfac-orily, meets the ne.-s of the user, ani is
being utiIze correctly.

10. Perform a Quality Assurance Review of all designated
ADS programs.

E. TESTING TO ENSURE QUALITY

The testing process involves many different personnel

and includes many different responsibility assignments. For

example, the individual programmer assigned to the project

is responsible fer reasonable testing for all error condi-

tions that could occur in the program and for providing

support for the systems test required for the application.

The Lead Programmer is rasponsible for developing the -st

plan for system testing and/or string testing.

The Systems Analyst is responsible for assisting the

Lead Proqrammer in planning and :oordinating the srinq

testing/system testing to determine that all the programs in

the application produce the requir-d output when run in

total. The Systems Analyst has a orimary responsibii4:y of

approving and/or selecting the test lata used for systems

testing.

The Systems Designer is to participate in revie.ws of

test output to insure that testing of the ADP program has

been adaquete. After the processes ibove are cOmpleted, the

Quality Control Branch will selectively review test plans

and test results for compliance with all Quality Assurance

Guidelines.

During the testing cycle there are primarily four

different methods utilized to check the programs.

1. Unit Test -A single program that is checksd by the
programmer responsible for a133 writting the code. A
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Unit Test Review is scheduled between the analyst an:d

programme: with :h. test results being vi we to

ascertain if futher testing is warranted.

2. String Test - Each program release which requires the

execution of other programs in actual production will

be string tested. Prograsmrs are responsible for

writing the test plan to ensure that all major paths

and functions that will utilize the new program are

checked.
3. System Test - Each new ADS or major change involving

more than one application/operation or package in an

xising ADS will )a subjaztl to a svs:_-- -- _

will evaluate the specific system as a whole. The

overall responsibility for the test will be given to
the Lead Programmer. The Quality Ccntro'. Branch will

evaluate the results to ensure that the system meets

design objectives.
4. Integrated Systems Test - This test will be designed

to test all program interfaces, database interfaces,

and all internal and ext-rnal applicaticns for

correctness of lata flow. The Lead Programmer and

Lead CDA Department are responsible for preparing a

formal test plan and conducting the test. The Quality

Control Branch may or may aot be assigned as an
overall monitor for this procedure but will be

required to review the results.

F. SYSTEM RELEASE PROCEDURES

Upon completion of the required evaluations and for

specified projects, the Line Departments involved will

forward to the Quality Control Brinzh all applicable docu-

mentation for review. After this review has been completed
the complete package is sent back to the CDA Department Line
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Manager. When the Manager is satisfied that the ?:Ocua

meats the requirements an! that all quaiity assuranca- -ta. -

dards have been met, the Line Manager will, by his siinature

release the program for use. This will then terminate the

Systems Development Process.

G. EVALUATING THE QUALITY PROGRAN

It is important to realize that at FMSO, Quality Control

is not intimately concernal with the daily operations of the

line departments, but is concernes with assessing the

results of the line departments. With this perspective in

mind, the design and execution of the Quality Assurance Plan

is considered to be an integral part of -he production

process itself. Quality assurance for software consists of

the formal application of standards and execution of

required tests, and then the assessment of results.

Enforcement of the standards and the necessary adjustments

of the process i! one of the responsibilities of the Quality

Control Branch.

Although the Quality Ccnt ol Jrarch i-S de-ply embedded

within the management Department, they have performed in an

extremely professional manner. When given an adequate

amount of time and an opportunity to perform in their

primary role as reviewers, they have always met the chal-

lenge. But this opportunity to excel does not always occur
as it should, and FMSO is no different than any other soft-

ware producing organization. As the project completion date

draws near, usually the first item to be called excessive to

the program is quality control. At FMSO, the project

manager is responsible for ensuring that enough time is

alloted during the SDP so that Quality Control has a chance

to evaluate the program. This estimate of the amount of

time it will take to complete a project is a most difficult
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one, but dates have to be 3et and, on occasion, me--. The

authors are unable to cite spec-.iz examp.es of Q=a it7

Control being cut short, bat when the amount of work that is

to be accomplished and the number of personnel assigned to

accomplish it are compared, the assumption can be made -that

it has occurred .either as a result of internally or exter-

nally generated pressure to comply with a due date.

When the value of a product is very high, such as on

command designated /special interest projects, each item

produced is individually inspected and gone over in fine

detail at all levels, from the programmer through all the

reviews, and finally top ranagesment. However, under less

important conditions, the selection and review process of

products is not as critical, and for very minor projects it

need not be. This does not mean that the produc- is any

less important to the aser but merely implies that all

projects other than the axceptionally simple ones shouli

also receive the same I-gree of scrutiny that special

projects do.

The reality of the present situation dictates that the

above process is not feasible at this time. With such a

small staff in ths Quality Control Branch and the multitude

of tasks assigned, it is physically impossible to meet all

of their requirements, aad priorities must be esablished.

With an ongoing review of the number of Computer Specialists

that can be justified within the Quality Control Branch, it

is essential that the Justification be met and billet

descriptions constructed to place more people, not less,in

this most important branch if FMS2 is to continue with its

present emphasis upon producing a quality product.

The authors feel that the Quality Control/Quality

Assurance program at FMSO is highly competitive with

similiar organizations. Their thorough and most agressive

instructions and standards are excellent, and if the present
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level of enforcement is continued will greal.y onhance -

product serving the Fleet. u a 11ty Con'trol/ Q1i2v

Assurance does happen at F.ISO, primarily due to -.he struc-

tured process and to the professionals that work and manage

the organization. The Jagree to which it happens is an

evolving entity.
At the present time the only effective documented method

to measure the application of quality practices within FMSO

is the analysis and evaluation of the Program Trouble

Reports (PTR). FTRs may be submitted during any step of the
systems development process or after the program has been

sent to the field user. Ns a PTP ; -=ce.vea - FMSO "_- i-
routed to the Project Control Branch- where is is logged in

and then sent to the department that issued the program with

which the PTR is concerned. The -pnartment involved then

decides if the PTR is of a critical or non-cri-nical natur _

and then proceeds to work on it. PTRs are classified in
two ways, critical, which has a significan: impact upon

daily routine, and non-critical, whizh has less of an impact
and car. temporarily be delayed. Critical ?TRs will be

corrected as socn as possible and normally within thren

working days from receipt of sufficient informa:ion to allow

the CDA to act. Non-critical PTRs will be corrected as soon

as possible after receipt of sufficiant data that will allow

the CDA to act.

The Quality Control Branch performs a quarterly analysis

of all PTRs received with special emphasis on the most

common type of problem, which steps of the systems develop-

ment process create the most errors, identification of

trends, and if possible, recommendations for corrective

actions.
& survey of the PTR Analysis Report for the Second

Quarter CY 82 reveals the following: [Ref. 41],
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1. A total of 385 PTRS, of which 275 were complete2, 92

Wers Cac-ac1lled, 1:11 19 zzasiid Th)

were due to either being invalid or alr-ady in :xis-

tence. A reclassified PTR was one rhat, when
submitted, it was felt by the user that the program

was not performing as lesired or requested but upon

researching the problem it was found that all

requirements had been met. To meet the new require-

ment of the user a new project would have to be

designat ed.

2. Of the corpleted PTRs, 38 were critical and 237 non-
crt "cal.

3. The FMSO average number of manhours to fix a PTR was

16 for a critical ?TR and 21 for a non-critical ?TR.

One possible reason for the difference in times is
the experience level of personnel assigned to repair

a proqram. A more experienced programmer is gener-

ally assigned to a critical PTR.
4. The average number of days for FMSO to comolete a

critical PTR is 15.5 and 151.6 to ccmplete a non-

critical MR. This figure may be skewed toward the

high side very easily because of thQ small number of

critical PTRs but does bear close monitoring.

5. Of the completed PTRs, 57 percent were caused by

coding/design errors. 21 percent were classified as

other and rot designated to any category. However,

42 percent of the critical PT~s were caused by

program or coding errors. Steps have been taken to

better divide the cause category in an attempt to

better evaluate the errors that were classified in

the other category.

6. The comparative completion rates for critical PTRs

has remained relatively stable compared to the past

year. However, the non-critical completion rate has
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incrased substantiilly and the trend is f: c .r -;e
greater completion rate.

7. The Received-Resolve.d-Ounstan'ing results show zha-t

the number of PTRs received is leveling off, the

number of PT~s resolved is increasing drastically,

and as a result of both of these the number of

outstanding PTRs is now in a steady decline.

8. The number of programs released increased about 12

percent over the previous quarter and yet the number

of PTRs received decreased by about 7 percent.

Although the number of PTRs over the last year has

oscillated, the trend shows there to be no sq- - --

cant increase and thus a net decrease in ratio of

programs to PTRs should be anticipated.

Considering that only sine personnel are assigned to the

Quality Control Branch and that FMSO now has 10,000 plus

proqrams in existence, the Quality Control/Quality Assurance

plan appears to be headed in the right direc'ion as the ?TR

report clearly shows. With continued emphasis .n -ha

Quality Control ffort an even more efective program will

be displayed in the future. ro azhieve a 100 percent error

free product is the ideal but a more realistic goal must be.

set and an effective method of measuring and selecting the

programs for a more detailed investigation will aid greatly

in accomplishing the goal FMS3 sets for itself. The PTR

report shows an improvement over the preceeding year but it

also quite effectively shows other areas that may need addi-

tional emphasis. In the following chapter we will list some

of the areas that we feel should be ronsidered in the future

corporate growth pattern of FMSO.
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v. -_!E-ORUM_1_ 12 1_2_

This paper has been a comprehensive investigation of

software quality assurance from a theoretical viewpoint and

from specific investigation into the quality assurance/

quality control departments of varioas organizations. Based

on the authors' research, the following recommendations are

offered in hopes of enhancing the Fleet Material Support

Office's (?.SO) quality control effort.

1. A ccrnorate base !in coe:.-in -3 -iv rcc-ss

needs to be established. Before a specific direction

can be maintained, a mechanism must exist that would

enable FMSO to measure its ability to meet the

desired objectives. It is felt that, at a minimum,

the Quality Control Branch could examine past

programs and select at least two that were very

similar fcr an analysis as to the effectiveness of

the quality control program. The crit-eria of -hese

two programs might be (1) thi- they were produced by

the same department within a short time period o

each other, (2) that they were in:ended to bp

utilized in the same fashion, and (3) that one of

them had been reviewed by Quality Control throughout

the entire process and the other had not received

this same critical review.

2. Top management must continue to re-emphasize the

importance of quality control within the organization

and display a positive philosophy of commitment to

the quality process. As has been discussed, without

top management support, quality assurance/quality

control programs produce a less than desirable

output.
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3. The number of personnel assigned to the : -Ia-

contro1 branch is defini* -ly inadequate. a an

organization as large as FMSO, which produces 800

plus programs per guarter, a quality control organi-

zation of only eight people plus a supervisor can not

reasonably be expezted to meet their obligations and

responsibilities on all occasions. The Quality

Control Branch n.3ds an infusion of personnel.

Attention should be paid not only to the quantity of

personnel but also to quality. As stated previously,

the core of these personnel need to be as knowledge-

able as senior systems analysts and also command the

respect of the individuals whcse systems are being

evaluated.

4. A method of augmenting the staff of the Quality

Control Branch from an external source may be to

utilize it as an indoctrination facility for new

hires. A core of highly quaiified personnel coull b4

maintained that were the permanent part of the

Quality Control Branch. New hires could be civen

this temporary position and tasked with such projects

as reviewing the project spe:ifications, all of the
manuals, and all other applicable material. This

would alsc afford -he new personnel an oppor-unity to

receive formal ani correct training before being

assigned to the particular line department.

Addit onally, it would enable the new hires to gain a

better overall understanding of what the organization

does and the amount of interfacing that must

conducted before a project is completed. Of course
there would have to be some discretionary measures

imposed when selecting personnel and a time limit

must be adhered to.
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5. Consideration should be given. -o moving the u 1itv

Ccn±rol Branch out cf its present managemen - s-ruc-

ture. The authors feel that, because of the messiva

size of the organization and enormous amount of

material that must be reviewed, the Quality Con-rol

Branch shculd be moved so as to have at least parity

with line management. This position may be desig-

nated as Quality :.ontrol Department Head, Code 99.

Billet descriptions wculd have to be re-written and

the management problems overc:me, but the increased

communications, be they voluntary or by direction,

between qualify cozarol ani d ne a-ag menz woaI

have an impact upon future products. Additionally,

-his would afford the quality control personnel an

easier ave-ue to bacome mor- Iirectly involved with

their responsibility of ensucing that standards are

met and better enable them to enforce these

standards.

6. Line managers must be educated as to the importance

of the quality control function. In this vein, when

openings arise in the Quality Ccntrol Branch, qua!i-

fied line personnel should be encouraged to apply for

the positions. The benefit gained for the organiza-

tion would more than offset the loss to one

individual department. To support the attitudinal

change that must take place, an ongoing training

program, sponsored by top management, will have to be

implemented on a company wide basis and the positive

benefits gained from the addition of these qualified

personnel to the Quality Control Branch must be

discussed and displayed.
7. Quality control checklists must be re-instituted.

There should be a general checklist applicable to all

programming functions as well as specific checklists
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regarding each inlividual program. it shculd bq

emphasized that these checklists are to be used as

reminders or as a constructive tool to _-_±force

standards, rather than a method of laying blame.

8. It is important for continuity that there be consis-

tent assignment of quality control personnel to

projects. One person (or team of persons) should be

assigned to a proJeat, except the smallest ones, and

should monitor this project all the way from incep-

tion to post implementation review.
9. A better :ethod, possibly a lecision support system,

must be devised :o deteraiae which projects will

undergo quality control pro-elures. It is recognized

that the number of projects may preclude all projects

being scrutinized by quality =ontrol. However, ther _

needs to be a better system to select programs for

review and evaluation than the present method of

committee or command discretion. Currently, the
primary method for evaluati- project length and

ccmplaxity is experience. This sublective viewpoi:
is the basis for the depth of involvement achieved by

quality control. A logical and comprehensive deci-

sion process will serve to alleviate crisis

management and ensure that the most important

projects are chosen.
10. End users must become even more involved in the

design and development of software throughout the

lifecycle. Users should work closely with quality

control to ensure a timely and correct review

process. There must also be better communications

established between users and line programming func-

tions. This communication may be facilitated by

quality control and may help lower project trouble

report (PTh) reclassifications.
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11. Clear and concise 4ocumentation is an ongolnc -c*lem

at any zcf-ware production facili-y. -. aa_! ""

ccntrol d1ivsion must review documernte i r, no

coding, and assist where possible to imprcve any

deficiencies.

12. Currently, the program trouble reports (PTR), are the

primary documented measure of the effectiveness of

the quality program. While this may be a valil

measurement, there needs to be a search for addi-

tional measures. Since quility control does not

impact 100 percent 3f the programs leaving F4ISO, a

aethcd of evaliating -h ef--- qs ai: cc.-.cl 3n

projects which do not have quality control involve-

ment must be formulited.

13. The principle of top-down design and top-down testing

should be reevaluated. As an altermative, top-down

design and bottom up testing should be considered.

It is assumed that top managazent will feel uneasy a3

the present process is changel. However, it has been

shown in many studies that errors made in the issign

phase of a project are the most expensive to rppair
because one has to return back to the beginning and

literally begin the eatire process cver.

Requirements must be reevaluated, specifications

redone, coding rewritten, and finally, the program

must be tested again. Since the majority of design

errors are not found until the testing phase, it is

easy to see that the amount of extra time spent in

the design phase will, over time, offset any anxiety

that top management would have because of -.he seem-

ingly lack of progress on the project. It is

suggested that bottom-up testing will force the

design effort to improve.
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14. Phas.d development should be idhered to. Cciing must

not begin until after the design is coi ple-.. By

doing so the lead programmer can assign the better

programmers to the lifficult modules and an inexperi-

enced programmer to the easier modules/programs.

This line of thought should filter throughout the

project and allow for better personnel utilization,

but should also afford the persons writing the test

plan to do so in a more reliable manner. In allowing

the writing of codo before the final design is

completed,. we achieve the short term goal of being

able to see a working product that can be tack-E, or

a chart. However, we cannot se- the long range goal

of whether the module will produce the required

output or the required number of interfaces.

15. The system to trace the phase of development for each

project sbould be reemphasized and quality control

must continue to be kept abreast of alI the current

production ef forts.
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